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Today's Kids Stand To Be Counted 
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They are intelligent, bright and opinionated. 
They know what is going on. 
They are sensitive and caring. 
They are concerned and want to be heard . . . 
By Emily Schell 
The children of today are cooped up in the confines of some elementary school 
and forbidden to leave the premises without parent permission. 
When that afternoon dismissal bell rings, the children disband and return to 
their respective homes throughout the city. For many, San Diego City Schools in­
tegration and magnet school programs involve a bus ride (often long, hot, 
frustrating) to get there. Nevertheless, these children are scattered and then 
reunited for another day at school. 
We send our sons and daughters, brothers and sisters to school ... do we know 
what goes on there? A lot of learning, maturation and especially, growth in the 
minds of the young. For adults, too, exposure to the younger generation is an eye-
opening experience. 
When joined together as a group, their world is different. Certainly, each stu­
dent is a unique individual with much to offer. When each contributes to the 
group, however, there is strength and commitment of our future leaders. 
There are concerns that fill the minds, and hearts, of these young ones. At ages 
10 and 11, their greatest concerns lie in the starving people of our world, nuclear 
war threats, drugs, marriage, death and future. 
Following are some letters written by 5th and 6th grade students at Fremont 
Elementary. The concerns they present, the ideas and criticisms they offer are ex­
amples of what goes on in the minds of our youth today: 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I think we should be sending more food and things to Ethiopia. 
We should be sending more food, clothing, vitamins, and other food sup­
plements, milk, candles, and matches. 
We have a lot of thrift stores and Good Will stores for clothes, that we could 
and should share. We could also send boxes of food for them. 
We could send people up there for a period of time each year. Then, we could try 
to build homes, schools, and their own gardens, so they can grow their own food. 
We also could show them how to make or light their own candles. 
This world has a lot we could give up. I have seen pictures of people who have 
eaten maybe one or two times a week, and it's not a great sight. 
If I could, I would send all that stuff. 
I also would like to help the lost, hurt and starving animals. I love all animals 
and I would like to help them. 





I think that drugs are really disgusting. People should stop depending on them. 
The effect of drugs is really amazing. It can cause brain damage, many sicknesses, 
and if you overdose there is a little possibility that you can die. I saw on the news 
that kids eight years of age have been taking drugs, and that's terrible. I think peo­
ple should stop taking drugs and stop NOW!! 
SINCERELY, 
Mandy Johnson Continued On Page 6 
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60 Seconds 
By Tim Durnin 
Staf f  Wri ter  
The ASB Senate reached new levels of 
idiocy last Thursday with a vote to cen­
sure the Vista. The vote essentially 
disallows any publication of material per­
taining to elections with the exception of-
candidate platforms. 
Thus, the Vista cannot print the dates of 
the upcoming elections or the location 
and hours of the polls. Results of the elec­
tion cannot be published. Nor can any 
editorial comment be made about the can­
didates, or lack thereof, in this year's elec­
tion. I can't even write a humorous piece 
on some of the outrageous posters. 
In the past, several attempts have been 
made to prevent material from going to 
press. No previous incident was so blatant 
in its attempt to censure as the senate ac­
tion last week. 
When questioned about the vote and its 
implications, some senate members 
responded, "We didn't mean it that way." 
Well, what exactly did you mean? Is there 
not one thinking individual who could 
forsee the impact of this vote—excluding 
Dante Sorrienello, the lone dissenting 
vote? 
As elected student representatives, I 
would suggest you have a far greater 
responsibility to act in the students' best 
interests. To make such a bold move 
without forethought as to the impact on 
students is contemptable. 
There were, admittedly, good intentions 
in the proposal, but the implications go far 
beyond the desired effect. Would it not 
have been wiser to work things out with 
the Vista before making a rush decision? 
Finally, let me say a few words about the 
silly little part of the U. S. Constitution 
that allows for freedom of the press. 
All of us have at one time or another seen 
things in print that we felt did not belong 
there. Klan pamphlets, pornography, 
vicious lies are just a few of those. Papers 
throughout the country have made grave 
errors in judgement by printing fictitious 
information. Even this fine talbloid has, in 
years past, seen its share of questionable 
material. 
Those exceptions come with the ter­
ritory. We live with them because the 
greater good is in he idea that we are free 
to express ourselves on any given issue in 
most anyway we choose. Someone will be 
provoked to anger by most anything that 
is printed, but to stop the presses because 
someone doesn't agree or might be offend­
ed would be disastrous. 
Some will say, "It's only the Vista." Yes, 
it is. But in a larger sense it represents the 
very right aforementioned. We should op­
pose censureship of the Vista not because 
it will change the course of history if we 
don't, but because it represents an essen­
tial foundation for us if we wish our future 
course to reamin free and unobstructed. 
Letters To 
The Editor 
Radio Static Cleared 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to make clear a few points 
concerning Adrianne King's article, "USD 
Radio: Is Anyone Listening?" (3/21) 
First: The expenditure for our equip­
ment which would have gone into the 
"radio room" in the student union came 
closer to three thousand dollars. Pur­
chased were a mixing board, turntables, 
tape machines, two Bose speakers and 
microphones. 
Second: We had three phases of pro­
gramming production planned. The first 
two, a PA station and licensed carrier cur­
rent or closed circuit, were mentioned. 
The third, FM programming originating 
from C20 and going throughout the city 
was our long term goal. Of course we 
realized that it would take many years for 
this to happen, but it was an excellent 
motivating force for us. Some of our more 
technically minded people even put forth 
the idea that the Immaculata's tower 
could be used as a future transmission 
tower without obvious or expensive 
modifications. 
Third: With special reference to the 
remarks of Dean Burke, which are no less 
insulting to the student body today than 
they were in the years 1978-80; I devised a 
fifty question survey in late 1978 that 
when circulated and collected told us that 
student support for a radio station was 
nearly unanimous. Only those concerned 
that we would become a disco, all news or 
religious station were against the idea. We 
also found out what students wanted to 
hear, when they wanted to hear it, and 
other highly useful data. We polled over 
five hundred undergrads, commuters and 
residents. 
Fourth: A point which can hardly be 
repeated often enough; USD is full of 
bright, talented and skilled people. The 
various fields of study offered are things 
that a station needs to survive and in turn, 
be useful. People with these backgrounds 
who use them in a communication station 
will find increased marketability of their 
Continued on Page 4. 
From the Desk 
I've become so wrapped up in my own world. . .especially during the past 
four years as an undergraduate. Sheltered from the world and all it has to of­
fer, I've been a "college student;" exempt from the many responsibilities and 
attitudes of others outside this role. 
This semester, however, I have ventured beyond our little university. As 
others have taken internships with various companies and agencies, some 60 
students have returned to the classroom as student teachers throughout the 
city and county. This has been our life all semester: "our class." 
I never imagined myself becoming a school teacher. "There are bigger pro­
fessions for me," I thought. Like many students, I wanted to move forward 
on the social-status scale—to the professional adult world. There was no way 
I was going back to elementary school! 
Then one summer, I entered a classroom of fourth graders. They were 
alive, bright-eyed and eager to learn. I soon discovered that not only did I 
have a lot to offer to these children, but they had a lot to offer me. And so, 
Miss Schell changed her career plans and joined the School of Education. 
No regrets have surfaced since. 
Our college courses have a wealth of knowledge and experiences to offer. 
They are, indeed, preparation for our lives beyond college. Concluding my 
undergraduate career with experience in the field makes me realize how 
valuable those courses have been. Now is the time to put our new selves to 
the test. The world awaits. For myself, and a few others, the children 
wait—patiently. 
Today's children live in a world of insecurity and neglect. Their existance 
means little to so many. . .even parents. Our awareness of these youngsters 
is essential. Because they are not visible in our community, and we often dis­
count children as bratty younger siblings, it takes an extra effort for us to 
realize the importance of our children. 
It wasn't that long ago that we were these children. Our memories of 
"growing up" must remain fresh in our minds in order to understand and 
empathize with these kids. They need our attention and our willingness to 
help them achieve. It can't be done on their own. 
No, my friends, I an not "wasting" my life. I know that my education will 
continue beyond graduation, and it doesn't take teaching experience or a 
classroom for yours to do the same. 
By Emily Schell 
Edi tor  In  Chief  
OPINIONS ANYONE? 
The VISTA would like to see your opinions through 
letters to the editor and commentaries. Submit typed 
material to the VISTA office on Mondays by noon. 
t W VISTA 
Editor-in-Chief—Emily M. Schell 
Associate Editor—Scott Stevens 
Sports Editor—John Schlegel 
San Diego Scene Editor—Michael Hall 
Off-Beat Editor—Michael Cisneros 
















Entertainment Editor—Arian Collins 
Photography Editor—Spence Webster 
Exchange Manager—Shawn O'Heam 
Foreign Correspondent—Sharon 
Stegmuller 
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*Phi Kap Little Sister Raffle, today through April 10; prize is brunch for two at 
Chart House. 
•ASB Senate, today, 11:30 am, Salomon Lecture Hall. 
*AMA meeting, today, 11:15 am, 0125. 
•CIA meeting, today, 11:15 am, D209. 
•Club Francaise meeting, today, 11:30 am, Camino Lounge. 
•LAST DAY OF CLASSES BEFORE EASTER VACATION, FRIDAY, 
MARCH 29!!! HAVE A GREAT VACATION! CLASSES RE-CONVENE 
TUESDAY, APRIL 9!! 
•Dining Rooms Close After Lunch, Fri. 
•Watch for Presidential/V.P. debates for ASB elections. Wed, April 10, 7:15 pm, 
Mission Crossroads. 
News Briefs 
• The UNH Herald at the University of 
New Hampshire recently collected some 
quotes from actual letters received by 
public welfare and census departments. 
Among them were, 
"I am very much annoyed to find that 
you have branded my boy illiterate, as this 
is a dirty lie. I was married a week before 
he was born." 
"I am forwarding my marriage certificate 
and my three children, one of which was a 
mistake, as you will see." 
"In accordance with your instructions, I 
have given birth to twins in the enclosed 
envelope." 
"I want my money quick as I can get it. I 
have been in bed with the doctor for two 
weeks and he doesn't do me any good. If 
things don't improve, I will have to send 
for another doctor." 
• This reminds us of a letter we re­
ceived from an IRS "tax law specialist" a 
couple of years ago, a portion of which 
follows. 
"Please signed the attached certification 
statement and returned in the enclosed 
envelope provided for your convenience. 
-MYSTERY TRAIN 







Saturday, April 6th 
A few of the 45 teams 
participating in the 
Mission Bay Crew Races. 
• UCLA • Orange Coast 
College • UC Irvine • Long 
Beach State • UC Santa 
Barbara • San Diego State 
• U of San Diego • USC 
• Navy • Harvard • Yale 
• Stanford • UC Berkeley 
NEXT: Mom's Day Mystery • May 12th • Reserve early! 
c/o Pickwick Adventures 
Station Box 162, Laguna Beach, CA 92652 
Adventure includes mystery, 
actual Mission Bay crew races, 
shoreside picnic, your place 
in the plot, prizes. 
From L.A./Union Station or 
points south via Amtrak... 
($150* includes round trip rail 
and dinner) 
From San Diego... Meet at down­
town Santa Be Amtrak Station... 
(Depart via double decker bus 
$88*).. .(Dinner extra) 
*10% REBATE: If you come in 
costume. 
(Preppie/crew races 5()'s, 40's look/ 
Pennants, Banners. Spy Classes etc.) 
(714) 494-6800 
Fee Changes Proposed 
"We apologize for any inconvenience we 
have cause you." 
• "Actress" Pia Zadora is having a hard 
time on the British stage. The London 
Times reports that during one perfor­
mance of The Diary of Anne Frank, in 
which she played the title role, the au­
dience found her performance of "such 
'sublime awfulness' that when the Ger­
mans were searching Anne's family home, 
someone burst out, 'She's in the attic.' " 
• Elephants that have been raiding an 
Indonesian village in what one villager 
termed "a show of force," are going to be 
sent to a vocational school by the reform-
minded Indonesian government. At the 
school the elephants are to learn how to 
carry logs and how to perform circus 
tricks. 
• And a group of citizens concerned 
with the separation of church and state 
are up in arms over the planned 44 cent 
stamp to bear the portrait of Father 
Junipero Serra. No doubt their next move 
is to call for the expunging of Father Serra 
from all history books used in the public 
schools. 
A proposal to increase semester ASB 
fees $10 per student was introduced to the 
ASB Senate. If passed today, the proposal, 
detailed below, will appear on the ballots 
of the ASB General Election, April 15 and 
16. "The measure has many benefits to the 
students, and I feel that the senate is very 
much in support of the new proposal," 
said Bret Campbell, ASB Secretary of 
Finance. 
If passed by the Senate, the proposal, 
and the results of the balloting will be 
presented as a student recommendation to 
the USD Board of Trustees, to be included 
in the budget for the 1985-86 school year. 
In the event that the proposal does not 
meet with support, an alternate proposal, 
raising fees $5 per semester without chang­
ing yearbook benefits will be submitted. 
An alternative which is, according to 
Campbell, "much less desireable." The 
primary proposal is as follows: 
The Associated Student Body fee has 
been set at $30.00 per semester, per full-
time student since 1980. A full-time stu­
dent is one designated as being registered 
for 12 or more units. 
It is the intention of this ASB ad­
ministration to include a yearbook in this 
fee to be distributed free of charge to all 
full-time students. In order to do this, it 
would be necessary to increase the fee 
$10.00 per semester, for a total ASB fee of 
$40.00 per semester. 
In accordance with Article VIII Section 
I of the A.S. Constitution: 
"The ASB fee shall be set by the Student 
Senate, in conjunction with the University 
Administration." 
Proposal I 
To increase the ASB fee by $10.00 per 
semester for all full-time students 
registered for 12 or more units. The pro­
posed total ASB fee would be $40.00 per 
semester effective in September 1985. In­
cluded in this increase, each full-time stu­
dent would receive one yearbook free of 
charge at the end of each academic year. 
Part-time students, taking 11 or fewer 
units, would not be affected by this in­
crease. Their fees would remain a stipu­
lated in the ASB Bulletin of 1984-86, and 
they would not receive a free yearbook. 
Reasons 
1. At this time, approximately $5.00 of 
each student's fee is used to supplement 
the yearbook, whether they purchase a 
book or not. This proposal would 
eliminate this "double-charge." 
2. If the number of yearbooks 
distributed is increased to 3000, as it 
would with this proposal, the total cost of 
each book would be reduced from $30.00 
to a more reasonable $17.00. 
3. A more complete yearbook, repre­
sentative of the whole university can be 
produced. 
4. With the increasing involvement of 
the ASB and clubs and organizations, 
more funds are needed to continue to 
sponsor such events and services. This 
proposal would also increase funding 
available for programming and other ser­
vices other than the yearbook, from its 
present amount of $170,000 to approx­
imately $190,000. This funding is needed 
simply due to the increasing costs of spon­
soring such events, as well as the increased 
involvement. 
5. This proposal would have the com­
bined effect of giving each full-time stu­
dent a free yearbook, and solving many 
discrepancies for the yearbook office, and 
increase programming funds as well. 
Photo By Mike Gottlub 
"Sorry, Wrong Number," cncluded Spring One-Act performances 
Sunday in Camino Theatre. (Left to Right) Teresa Kasperick, Cyn­
thia Picchione, Davin Quinn, Melissa Mackno, Monica Van der 
Werf, Chris DeSantis, Victoria Biagiotti, Joe Dagostino, Kimberly 
Ruzich. 
Spring Ball Menu Set 
The General Social Chairman 
of the 
University of San Diego 
Announces 
"An Evening of Elegance" 
at the 
Hotel Inter-Continental. 
Oysters on the half shell, assorted 
canapes, steak Diane-Kebobs and no host 
bars are but a few of the delights that will 
be found at the Reception in the Tea 
Lounge. Boneless Breast of Chicken 
topped with King Crab Meat, assorted 
fresh fruits and Continental Strawberry 
Napoleon will be served in the Main 
Ballroom. 
The Mar Dels and 5ive Lines Up will 
provide the atmosphere for the dancing. 
Tickets are available in the Box Office 
Tuesday, April 9, 1985. 350 Bids are 
available at $40.00. Ask your parents 
about it over break! 
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Rape Awareness Sought 
By Teresa Rodgers 
Staff Writer 
Thursday, March 22, USD had the 
honor of welcoming four speakers to our 
campus to address the issue of rape. The 
Rape Crisis Center asserts that it is their 
prime concern, at this time, to increase 
public awareness of rape. They stressed 
most emphatically that rape is NOT a sex­
ual crime but, rather, a violent crime that 
may or may not include standard sexual 
intercourse. 
The need for rape awareness is evident 
in the fact that, according to the Rape 
Crisis Center, only 10-20% of all rapes are 
reported to the police. Also, "87% of the 
rapists carry either weapons or threaten 
violence or death." Why then, are so few 
reported? Often times a rape victim feels 
guilty, embarassed or foolish after being 
raped. The speakers panel wants to make 
it clear .that the victim of a rape is NEVER 
at fault and should never blame herself. 
Another reason that many rapes go un­
reported may be due to the fact that "less 
than 1 % of reported rapes result in convic­
tions and those convictions are often for 
crimes other than rape." If you are outrag­
ed with these figures, there IS something 
that you can do. The panel urges us to 
write to our political representatives and 
let them know of our concerns. Right 
now, letters to the city council could mean 
the difference in whether or not we get call 
boxes installed on the San Diego freeway. 
THE DO'S AND DON'TS 
IN AVOIDING RAPE 
1. Be very aware of your surroundings 
at all times. Play the "what if' game. 
Rapists attack women who look vulner­
able. 
2. Park car in well-lighted, unisolated 
area. 
3. Always keep plenty of gas in car and 
maintain good auto upkeep. 
4. Keep a large banner reading 
"PLEASE CALL THE POLICE" in your 
car to hang in the back window in case of 
car trouble. 
5. Be aware of the "bumper rapist" 
who, on an isolated road, intentionally 
rear-ends your car in order to get you out 
of the car and in a vulnerable position. 
Should this happen to you stay in the car 
with all doors locked and exchange infor­
mation through the window. 
6. At home, (50% of all rapes occur in 
the home) keep good locks on doors and 
windows and USE them. Plan escape 
routes; most intruders with enough guts to 
enter an occupied home are armed and 
dangerous, thus your best bet is escape. 
7. Leave your first name off the mail 
box and out of the phone book. 
8. On dates: Know what is sexually 
okay for you, and say NO! if he suggests it 
verbally or physically. Trust a date no 
more than anyone else you've known for 
the same amount of time. 
Two of the speakers hold self-defense 
classes at a nominal fee. If you are in­
terested in taking one call 452-4037 or 
234-7673. Please BE AWARE! As we at 
USD have been so badly reminded these 
past few months, rape does happen! 
ARC, SD Celebrates 
Mental Retardation Month 
The month of March, which is Mental 
Retardation Month, is annually set aside 
as a time to focus attention on public 
awareness of the ARC cause. Four areas 
will be addressed: improving the lives of 
persons with mental retardation, preven­
tion, and public education to the needs 
and abilities of persons with mental retar­
dation. 
Did you know that one out of every ten 
Americans has a mentally retarded person 
in the family? About three percent of the 
U.S. population or more than six million 
individuals will be identified as mentally 
retarded at some point in their lives. And, 
each year, 100,000 babies join this group. 
Less than 35 years ago, mentally retard­
ed citizens had no access to the basic needs 
and dignities accorded persons living in 
the United States. Persons born with men­
tal retardation were frequently con­
demned to a lifetime of huge state institu­
tions or hidden behind the closed doors of 
a guilty family. More important, it was 
assumed that they had no role in the com­
munity. 
Over the past thirty-five years the ARC 
movement has grown demanding that per-
Heart Association 
Says Y.E*S, 
This spring, the American Heart 
Association, San Diego County Chapter, 
will begin the Youth to End Smoking 
(Y.E.S.) project. Heart's Y.E.S. goal is to 
reduce the incidence and prevalence of 
cigarette smoking in San Diego County's 
Black, Hispanic, and Asian adolescent 
populations. 
Letters Continued. 
Radio Static Cont. 
Continued From Page 2. 
talents out of school if not employment 
somewhere in communications. 
Business people, sales personnel, re­
searchers, statisticians, graphic artists, 
writers, librarians, journalists, rhetori­
cians, musicians, accountants, lawyers, 
technicians and engineers, as well as the 
DJ's are necessary to make a radio station 
happen. There are few on campus who 
could not benefit from having access to 
this experience. 
There will probably never be a radio sta­
tion at USD unless some brave soul who 
doesn't mind working singlemindedly in 
the face of official indifference comes up 
with a plan to effectively spend one third 







Current research shows that 12% of the 
people in the U.S. between the ages of 
12-18 smoke. Several findings indicate 
very high rates of smoking have been 
documented in the Black, Hispanic, and 
Asian adolescent and pre-adolescent 
populations. Because the strength of 
beliefs that smoking is a health risk begins 
to decrease with increasing age, the 
American Heart Association has chosen 
the 10- to 14-year-old age span for the 
Y.E.S. project. 
Through the participation and involve­
ment of youth of varying ages in the 
Y.E.S. project, greater resistance to 
societal encouragement of smoking can be 
achieved in minority communities. It is 
hoped that more people will become aware 
of smoking as a risk factor for cardio­
vascular disease, and cessation rates will 
increase among youths. 
For further information regarding the 
Y.E.S. project, call Desiree Nash at the 
San Diego County Chapter Heart office, 
291-7454. 
sons with mental retardation share the 
same opportunities and dignities that one 
takes for granted—the right to vote, 
education, housing, and employment. As 
a result, legislation recognizing the rights 
of the retarded have been passed. 
ARC, The Association for Retarded 
Citizens is one of the nation's largest 
voluntary organizations with over 200,000 
members working in 1600 state and local 
units, the ARC is composed of parents, 
educators, professionals in the field, and 
concerned citizens. Their goal is to im­
prove the welfare of all persons with men­
tal retardation regardless of race, religion, 
or economic level. 
The Association for Retarded Citizens-
San Diego is the largest ARC unit in the 
United States. Its four centers offer pro­
grams reflecting the needs of their 3,500 
clients. Education, respite care, day train­
ing and development, contract perfor­
mance in workshops, occupational train­
ing programs, and recreational programs 
are a few of the programs available to im­
prove the lives of persons with mental 
retardation. ARC-San Diego also offers 
residential programs that encourage the 
mentally retarded to attain independence. 
ARC-San Diego recently completed con­
struction of its first residential home in the 
San Diego area. Its Infant Development 
Program enables parents to become aware 
of the problems and challenges associated 
with their child's disability. The agency is 
also active in encouraging progressive gov­
ernment legislation, developing employ­
ment opportunities and supporting 
research. 
Mental retardation affects 3 percent of 
the American population. The causes can 
occur before birth, during birth, or in very 
early childhood years. 
Fifty percent of the known causes are 
preventable today. America's six million 
retarded persons can become self-
supporting. 
The Association for Retarded Citizens 
welcomes questions about its programs 
and services. Its members are actively seek­
ing others to join the Association. Many 
ARC members do not have persons with 
mental retardation in their families but 
they do have the desire to help individuals 
with retardation achieve their highest 
potential. 
For information regarding the ARC-
San Diego programs or membership call 
574-7575. A free brochure is available for 
those interested. 
During the week of March 11th, an at­
tempted assault occurred in the showers of 
the Camino building, early in the morn­
ing. This student was my sister, so perhaps 
this incident is more of a concern to me, 
but the USD community should be aware 
of its occurrence. 
This type of incident has happened 
before and will continue to happen again 
unless the university invests its effort and 
money into a workable, practical system of 
protecting its students. 
The university's administration tries to 
hide these incidents from the students and 
law enforcement authorities. They say 
that they will "take care of the problem 
themselves." Well, it is about time that 
those people that take our money realize 
that the security at USD is a joke. The 
morning my sister was victimized, there 
was one security employee making sure 
nobody took donuts from Lorna's, and 
another issuing parking tickets in the mis­
sions. That's what they call protecting the 
students. 
The USD community should be aware 
of this problem and others that occur so 
frequently on campus. It's about time that 
the administration stop hiding these in­
cidents from concerned students, and start 
acting in a productive way to remedy the 
security situation. 
Editor's Note: The VISTA will be in­
vestigating these matters and will present an 
in-depth report in issues following Spring 
break. If you have information regarding stu­
dent assaults, or USD protection, please leave 
your name and phone number in the VISTA 
office. 
Fall 1985 On-Campus Housing 
• $100 Room Reservation Deposit paid to Cashier (DeSales 103) April 9 
through THURSDAY, April 25. Hours 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
• Bring receipt to Housing Office (Mission Crossroads) to choose sign-up op­
tion. (Squatter's Rights, Lottery etc.) Hours 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
• Squatter's Right option available April 9-April 19. 
• Last day to enter Lottery—Thursday, April 25. 
• Room sign-up weekend April 27-28. 
• Housing is not guaranteed until the necessary forms and 1985-86 Housing 
and Food Service Contract is completed and on file in the Housing Office. 
• See Housing Sign-up Information Hyer for details or call the Housing Office, 
2604622. 
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Rohatyn's Outlook Positive for USD, Students 
By Tim Durnin 
Staff Writer 
Dr. Dennis Rohatyn sits at a table just 
outside his office. Leaning back he puts his 
feet up and a deep voice moans, "Oh, 
boy." He runs his fingers through his tossl-
ed hair and then, finding the right words, 
he enters into a discussion on a number of 
related topics. He chooses each word 
carefully. Dramatic pauses bring the con­
versation to life. He moves from one topic 
to the next on a whim and then unsuspec­
tingly brings the entire discussion together 
with a few well phrased sentences. 
His somewhat disheveled appearance is 
a deception. This bespectacled professor is 
of such great diversity that an hour of con­
versation could scarcely scratch the sur­
face of the man. First impressions would 
suggest an intellectual bore. Looking into 
his office one might expect to see a ner­
vous little man who can't keep his office or 
his life in order. Neither of these is the 
case. 
With a closer look at the walls, one sees 
drawing after drawing done by his two 
daughters, Naomi and Heather. Inquiries 
about his family elicit a proud smile and a 
sense that he is first and foremost a family 
man. 
The Dr. Rohatyn of USD, however, 
does seem to live in a kind of intellectual 
"other world." As he talks, one can't help 
but to feel he has been blessed (or cursed) 
by being cast into an eternal succession of 
deep thoughts. He is, however, very much 
in tune with the USD community, faculty 
and students 
He talks candidly about USD's in­
fluence on him. "When I came to USD I 
had zero self-esteem. Zero. The faculty 
here and my work over the past eight 
years have helped me immensely. I feel 
very good about myself and my work right 
now. . .this school has had a tremendous 
effect on me." 
When asked what he felt about the 
future of USD, he responded,"I think that 
in the future USD will grow. That's good. 
I realize we're busting at the seams. . .but 
we should grow while we can. There will 
come a time somewhere down the road 
when growth won't be possible. We 
should grow now while we still have the 
opportunity." He also said, "I think the 
University will have to put more time and 
money into the arts and sciences. The 
vocation things are important. . .but we 
can't forget our roots." 
He also had several general comments 
about the University. "People in the out­
side community don't give this place 
enough credit. The only time we get into 
the papers in when a building is being 
dedicated or Ed Meese is in the news. You 
hear a lot about UCSD and San Diego 
State, they are both fine institutions, but 
we deserve some recognition, too. 
Certainly more than we're getting. 
This is a fine university. . .I've been to 
no less than a hundred universtities across 
the country and I don't feel there is one 
that gives the students such importance. 
Here the students come first. I have not 
been to one faculty or department meeting 
where the students' needs and concerns 
weren't addressed immediately. I like that. At 
other schools the professors' careers come 
first, then the students. Here it's the other 
way around." 
Dr. Rohatyn's dedication to his 
students is obvious."I have three objec­
tives or goals for myself in teaching. One is 
to help students think more clearly. The 
second is to help them appreciate the 
beauty around them. There is so much 
beauty in this world in this world and it is 
essential that we learn to appreciate it. 
The third objective is lifting the vail, help­
ing students to look at the world in a dif­
ferent light. There's one more. . .and 
that's literacy. I don't mean that in the 
basic sense, reading, writing. . .etc. I mean 
being able to formulate arguments and 
understanding why it is true or false. That 
will help them in everything they do." 
When asked specifically about students 
at USD, Dr. Rohatyn had a very positive 
outlook. "I don't think we (the faculty) 
give the students here enough credit. Most 
of the students here are working their way 
through school. . .and just trying to get 
by. They contradict the stereotypes given 
out by the new Secreatary of Education 
William Bennett." 
He offered this advice, "Students are go­
ing to have to work on our perceptions of 
them. They have to be seen as serious and 
dedicated. I think that will be important. 
People have this image of students being 
recreational most of the time. That's not 
Positive Future Seen 
For Mentor Program 
By Mike Gottlub 
Staf f  Wri ter  
In 1982 a Student Development 
Transcript Program was started at the 
University of San Diego by Associate 
Dean of Student Affairs Thomas J. 
Cosgrove. As defined, the program is an 
effort to help students early on to establish 
overall goals and become more intentional 
in their choices of involvement in co-
curricular and extra-curricular activities. 
The program, also known as the mentor 
program, is composed of three main 
elements. 
1) An assessment process whereby 
students indicate those areas which they 
have interest in developing as a part of 
their experience during their college years 
and wherein they make an initial assess­
ment of their skills in a variety of areas. 
2) A mentoring component wherein 
Dr. Dennis Rohatyn, 
true, but they need to work on changing 
that image." 
He also praises the faculty of USD. "I 
really think the faculty is great here. . .1 
take great pleasure in sharing ideas and 
publications with other members of the 
faculty. I have learned a great deal from 
the people I have worked with here. They 
are a fine group." 
Currently E)r. Rohatyn is working on 
several projects including what he calls, ". 
. .a long range commitment to Orwell." 
That commitment, he says, would 
culminate with Orwell's centennial in 
2003. "I'd like to have at least a couple 
Professor of Philosophy. 
volumes and some papers completed by 
that time." One of those volumes will be a 
line by line critique of Animal Farm, addi­
tionally he talked of a paper on 1984-
Other involvements include a daily 
radio show, Thinking Things Through, 
aired daily on KPBS-FM (89.5) at 1:10 
p.m., as well as many commitments of 
various interests both here at USD and in 
the larger philosophical community. 
Dr. Rohatyan summed himself up say­
ing "A lot of people have called me a boy 
genius. I'm not. That term is over used. . 
.I'm not an original thinker. I am a 
historian of ideas. . .that's all." 
Campus Measle Epidemics 
Spur Immunization Checks 
volunteer faculty and staff persons act as 
resources to students relative to areas of 
college life outside of their academic 
classes. 
3) The transcript itself, which is a 
record of participation in extra-curricular 
activities, outside employment, and 
honors received. 
The first two elements are efforts at 
assisting students to achieve a sense of 
direction throughout the college year. The 
transcript itself is designed to be of prac­
tical use to students as they approach 
graduation and face the task of resume 
writing and employment interviewing. 
The program is strictly on a voluntary 
basis. 
According to Dr. Cosgrove the program 
Continued On Page 6. 
In view of the current measles epidemic 
on various college campuses, it is ap­
propriate to remind all students to check 
their own immunization status. 
Contact your parents and request an 
immunization record, signed or stamped 
by your private physician or public health 
department; bring it to the USD Health 
Center for recording purposes. 
In the event of a Southern California 
measles epidemic, documented evidence of 
measles immunization or physician's proof 
of having had measles will be required. At 
this time, documented evidence is recom­
mended, not required. 
If you know that you have never had 
measles and have not been immunized, 
you should go to your private physician or 
one of the San Diego County Health 
Department Immunization Clinics. The 
closest one to the USD campus is at: 
Linda Vista Recreation Center 
7043 Levant St. 
Immunization clinic: 1st Thursday of 
every month, 8-11 a.m. 
For other clinic dates and times, call 
236-2264 or see the listing at the USD 
Health Center. 
If you go home during this month's long 
weekend or during spring.break, be sure to 
update your immunization status. Then 
bring in the signed, documented evidence 
of your status to the USD Health Center 
for recording purposes. 
The fee for measles immunization shots 
at the Linda Vista Recreational Center is 
$2.00. 
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Today's Kids Stand To Be Counted 
(Continued from Page 1) 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I think we should help other people of different places. 
I like helping people and some people don't help other people. I help by giving 
food, clothes and other things. Like people of Africa are dying because they don't 
have someone to show them how to plant food and other things. Sometimes I cry 
because I love people. I hope that United States will help people of different parts 
around the world. And that they build schools for the children and then they will 
know more and more. 
SINCERELY, 
Martha Martinez 
DEAR MR. EDITOR: 
I think the Soviet Union and the United States are very selfish. They only 
worry about how much fire power they have. When will it end? World War III? I 
hope not, but it looks like this is the case. There are many alternatives and I wish 
the President would take them into account. 
I think that lack of communication is the main problem in starting World War 
III, and if they could just sit down and talk about their problems and 
disagreements, we could work everything out. I'm sure we are all working toward 
the same goal. Peace. And if this is the case, the process should be simple. If 
everyone would just forget about their pride and set up a meeting we could pre­




I think the United States, and some other countries can help the people in 
Africa. People are people and all of them should be respected and cared for if ill or 
starving from hunger. 
Maybe people can help by donating money or food, or even by going down to 
Africa and helping to build hospitals and shelters. In fact, we had a Walk-Jog-a-
Thon to earn money, and Fremont Elementary School donated about $250.00 to 
a girl named Kristen Kalla, so she can go on a program called Cross Roads To 
Africa. Maybe if you printed something in your newspaper, people will get involv­
ed. I am very concerned about this matter. 
SINCERELY, 
Elizabeth Limber 
With regard to their futures, most hope to be married in ten years. Many of 
these children come from broken homes where they have seen marriage, divorce, 
separation, remarriage, etc. Stability is rare for most as they are shuffled from 
parent to parent to grandparent to babysitter daily. Some have no parent and no 
babysitter to return home to. Even in their school environments, they see teachers 
and principals come and go. Even they may find themselves in two or more dif­
ferent schools during one academic year. 
In these instances, bitterness and resentment are not always the result. The 
children seem sensitive to the situations around them and are optimistic about 
change. When asked what they would like to change, answers ranged from seeing 
their parents reunited to making themselves better athletes. Most would provide 
food and homes for all the people of this world, eliminate nuclear weapons, make 
peace, or make people nicer. 
Kerri Mathews, 10 years old, wrote: 
"If I had to change something, I would make the world a more friendly place. I 
would change hunger to being not able to eat another scrap because you are so 
full. Ethiopia would be a paradise like Hawaii, and all of the world would be a 
paradise too. The Soviet Union would be as friendly as sugar is sweet. No money 
would be involved in the world so that everyone would have equal rights to what 
they needed. People would work as volunteers in hospitals not because they had 
to, but because they care about other people. And farmers would have as much 
import as Christopher Columbus. There would be no need to have police, security 
guards, government, or other people to protect you because nobody would want 
to hurt anyone. Everyone would be friends and everyone would be treated equal­
ly." 
These children are not afraid to show their affections and count on love, hugs, 
kisses, laughter and friendship for happiness. Most of all, they are optimistic. Jeff 
Brown writes, "I think there are a million things I would like to do, but only so 
many I can." 
Mentor 
(Continued, from Page 5) 
is grounded in the idea of Holistic educa­
tion and this particularly fits the universi­
ty as it is something USD is committed to. 
One of the main focuses is to get freshmen 
students involved as well as make them 
aware. 
Currently there are 25 universities par­
ticipating in mentor programs nationwide. 
Of the 25, six use all three elements of the 
program, USD being one. A distinction 
USD has is that it is the only university to 
study the measurable outcomes of the pro­
gram. The data from the study is currently 
being analyzed. * 
The first phase of the program began in 
the fall of 1982 with approximately 100 
participating freshmen students and 25 
faculty and administrative staff mentors. 
Each mentor was assigned four students to 
work with. During the course of the aca­
demic year students received assistance 
from their assigned mentors on goal-
setting and information focusing. 
Students met with their mentors approx­
imately six hours during the course of the 
year. Toward the end of the second 
semester the participants began to fill out 
a Student Development Transcript File. 
The file contains various categories under 
which student involvements can be listed. 
There are five main headings under which 
activities can be listed and many sub­
headings. An example would be Fitness 
and Recreation or Career Development. 
The file and the categories listed are not 
intended to be an exhaustive list of all 
possibilities but merely a broad general 
basis from which to go by. Under a head­
ing the student lists the activity, the 
nature of involvement, and the periods of 
time he or she was involved with it. Using 
the file, an ongoing record can be kept of 
all the students activities. The file Itself is 
to be kept in the Office of Student Affairs 
and updated by the student periodically. 
Dr. Cosgrove stated the reason for having 
both faculty and administrative staff men-
Program 
tors was to see it there was any differences 
that would result from the two. No dif­
ferences were noted, feedback from both 
students and mentors has been very 
positive. 
Phase two of the program began in the 
fall of 1983. A new group of freshmen 
students entered the program at the begin­
ning of the year and were assigned men­
tors. The new freshmen go through the 
same process as those of a year before. The 
now sophomores who entered the pro­
gram in 1982 no longer have mentors 
assigned. The commitment of the mentors 
was for one year. At the end of each 
semester the sophomore students update 
their respective transcript file. 
The program is now in its third year at 
USD and entering into its third phase. 
This week marked an important milestone 
for the program as a workshop took place 
for those students who entered the pro­
gram initially in the fall of 1982 and are 
now juniors. The workshop's purpose is to 
translate the listings on student develop­
ment transcripts into job skills useful in 
resume writing and for employment inter­
views. Of the 100 original participants 
who started the program back in 1982 an 
estimated 78 have stayed with it. Each suc­
cessive year since its initiation new incom­
ing freshmen students join the program 
and are assigned mentors. One change 
this year is that the freshmen students 
entering the program have senior students 
as mentors as opposed to the previous 
faculty and administrative staff. The 
reason for the shift said Dr. Cosgrove is 
because the feedback on the program has 
been very positive and with its expansion, 
it is a question of not having enough facul­
ty to go around. 
The final phase of the program will 
begin in the fall of 1985. The then senior 
students who began with the program in 
1982 can have their student development 
transcripts sent by the office of student af­
fairs to prospective employers and gra­
duate schools. 
WHAT??? 
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Oht  God! Who's Got The Watermelon? 
By Some Hostile Editor 
Success! The Biology and Psychology 
departments at USD joined forces last 
November and embarked on a series of in­
novative experiments held in the base­
ment of Serra Hall (all the important stuff 
is held there). "These experiments have 
led to great scientific breakouts . . . or . . . 
err . . . breakthroughs," stated Bio major 
Mike Row Scope. 
The most successful of experiments 
proved to be the "Super Frogger" for 
which students received national recogni­
tion on "That's So Incredible." Also, 
writeups were found in respectable jour­
nals around the globe. 
The Super Frogger experiment produced 
a marketable serum that can be injected 
into any full-grown toad or frog. Minutes 
after this serum is injected into the frog's 
blood system, the frog is filled with super­
human powers. Homes have been lifted 
from their foundations and thrown over 
cliffs into waves crashing below (dorms at 
UCSD, actually). Trees have been plucked 
from the earth and thrown miles through 
the air (harming only a few geese in flight). 
Other successful experiments have pro­
duced man-eating glass slides and test tube 
yuppies. Students were most proud of 
their hopping worms—but the Super Frog-
gies afe them (hostility, no doubt). 
The Bio/Psych departments, incidental­
ly are missing 4 dozen of these frogs who 
disappeared early yesterday morning with 
29 gallons of serum. Naturally, there is no 
threat to university students (and they 
have to be full grown, too). Senior Tim 
Rawley last saw them "leaping and 
tormenting valley residents." Call your 
favorite RA for details. 




Look Mom, NO GRADES! 
In a surprise move today, USD Presi­
dent Author Hughes canceled grades. 
This move has taken the entire com­
munity by shock, but Hughes is convinced 
it will turn out for the better. 
"It has long been said that grades tend 
to hamper the learning of students," said 
Hughes. "We finally decided that learning 
is more important than grades." The new 
resolution takes effect this semester, and 
students currently enrolled in classes will 
not be issued grades at the end of the 
semester, in hopes that this will cause 
them to take a more avid interest in the 
learning process, without the pressures of 
good grades looming over their heads. 
"We foresee only a few problems in our 
new system," Hughes expostulated in-
trospectively. The major of these will lie in 
the communication with other schools 
concerning transcripts. "Any students 
planning to transfer will be sent a 
transcript with the number '0.00' in the 
box for cumulative GPA; this is our 
method for showing other schools that we 
consider grades to be devoid of value." 
Other than that obvious aspect, Hughes 
foresees few problems. 
"We think that students may be reluc­
tant to attend class during the adjustment 
period of the new system. Therefore we 
will hold the first few weeks of all classes at 
Confetti's. This will serve two purposes; 
instructing students, without grade 
pressure in a friendly atmosphere, and see­
ing just how responsible they are with 
alcohol." 
Teachers generally agree with the new 
policy. English professor Kit Foster stated 
"I've always said that I wish I didn't have 
to give grades, and now 1 don't. It will be 
great to see students expressing themselves 
freely, not worrying about external 
pressures . . . right? You don't agree? 
Speak up . . . !" She trailed off smiling and 
looking questioningly at the reporter who 
was too shy to answer. Reports state that 
they are still there. 
The new policy will have many positive 
ramifications on the university, besides 
the obvious benefits to students, accor­
ding to Hughes. "It will save us millions in 
computer, mailing and paper costs. Not to 
mention the millions in repairs to walls 
after angry students punch them after 
mid-term and finals weeks." 
"USD has always wanted to be the 
forerunner in something, and we've finally 
done it. We expect such schools as Stan­
ford and Yale to follow suit directly. If this 
works as well as we hope, plans are on the 
drawing board to eliminate homework as 
well. Take that Loyola!" said Hughes, 
shaking his fist. 
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OPIUM 
Letters Letters Letters 
Abortions Applauded 
Dear Editor, 
What is all this I hear in the Vista 
recently concerning abortions? Donnellyy, 
Pollonnyy, and Macchhann have been 
filling the pages of the paper recently. I ask 
you three, what makes you think that you 
dan point fingers at the space program? I 
think that NASA, President Reagan, and 
those fine young astronauts are doing an 
admirable job in exploring "The Final 
Frontier." It is the inevitable task of 
chance that at one time or another the 
countdowns should be aborted due to 
technical problems and other misfortunes. 
I really don't think that you three should 
be making such a fuss over such mishaps. 
Our fine NASA scientists are doing the 




P.S. I wish to bring up the topic of keeping 
out of doctors' personal relationships as 
we'll. Medical-physical relationships are 
none of your concern. What doctors of 
medicine do in their spare time is their 
own business. 
Never Been Hostile?!!! 
Dear Editor, 
Unlike many of my friends, I pride 
myself on the fact that I have never ever 
read your little periodical. I've read just 
about every other paper published in the 
United States, but never, never read 
yours. Still, I have a complaint. Surprised? 
Don't be. 
I'm a chronic complainer. Really. I'll 
complain about anything. So here it is. I 
think that you and your paper put too 
much stress on the importance of attitude, 
more specifically, being hostile. 
I've never been hostile, except for an in­
cident in the fourth grade involving a 
number of younger kids who used to laugh 
at me, but that's another story. Anyway, I 
can't believe the amount of print that the 
so-called "hostile man" is receiving in your 
paper. Since I don't read it many of my 
friends tell me what you say about him. I 
would like to say that I do not think that 
he is a hero nor is he incredibly hand­
some. So why don't you write about 
something else? Like Robert Redford or 
Vic Tayback or something. 
They are important and sexy people 
who are not in the least hostile. I think 
that you are sending your young and im­
pressionable readers out with the wrong 
idea. Hostile is not romantic, is it? 
I was at a party last week where I spotted 
a tall, skinny man with a grimmace on his 
face, drinking beer with some freshmen 
and I believe that a good time was had by 
all, but I don't know that this makes him a 
hero. He looks like the kind of people that 
our parents warned us about to me. I hope 
that you and your staff are ready to handle 
the responsibility of having introduced 
him to the public and supporting his cause 
when his true colors are exposed. I can on­
ly tremble at what might happen. 
Campus Tablets 
EMPLOYERS ACROSS THE NATION ARE FED UP with U. of Southern California 
diploma scandals and refuse to hire USC graduates for the next five years, during which 
time officials hope to seize and decapitate fraudulent students as well as those not sup­
porting Wally George for President of the United States. 
STUDENTS OPPOSED TO EDITORIAL POLICIES recently approved by the student 
government at Platteville College, Wisconsin stormed the ASB President's office with 
flaming lizards Monday. The president leaped from his fourth story window and has not 
been sought since. 
RECENT STUDIES HAVE FOUND that large daily doses of Dark Brown Sugar and 
vigorous aerobic remedies are the best medicine to prevent Herpes Simplex II among col­
lege students in America. 
EXPRESSING THE FRUSTRATIONS OF MID-TERM EXAMINATIONS, San 
Diego State U. freshman Steven Scotts hijacked a bulldozer from a nearby construction 
site and plowed through the religious studies department building. "I just can't reconcile 
Buddhism, Islam, Mormonism and Terry Cole-Whittaker with Christianity in my 
heart, despite what the professors say," Scotts mumbled as he was hauled to Lompoc for 
psychiatric care. 
MUD WRESTLING WAS INTRODUCED to the USD community last Sunday 
following student mass. Professor Juan Donnellero took on student Renaldo Belloney in 
the first series of matches. The match never began, however, as the participants involv­
ed themselves in furious debate as to when the half-nelson hold really begins. 
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS, PROVOSTS AND CHANCELLORS gathered at the 
U. of Southern California last month for the 29th Annual National Chili Cookoff. 
Prize-winning pots went to chefs Jose Menudo of the U. of California-San Ysidro and 
Armando Hughes, of the U. of San Diego. (No, not San Diego State U. or U. of 
California-San Diego.) 
349 STUDENTS ARE PROTESTING AT HARVARD U.stating that sub-1.5 GPA's 
are the fault of admission counselors who should never have admitted them in the first 
place. 
From the Ki chen Table 
I'm sick of it! I made lasagne (so italiano!) for the dean ... he complains. I make 
my famous cherries jubilee dessert for the provost . . . she refuses to see it. I slave 
over my wok to present our ASB President with Peking Duck and a side of fried 
shrimp . . . he's not there. One week I forget to add bay leaves to my stew ... the 
faculty was irate! 
Some will say "Hey! If you can't stand the heat—get out of the kitchen!" So I 
tried to sneak out the back door, but was reassured by the milkman that someone 
cared (milkmen are so comforting!). He then asked to see my recipe books. 
Naturally I couldn't reveal such precious secrets. He kicked me and left. 
So I decided to gather together my top chefs. We chopped and marinated and 
prepared all that we could for days. We didn't sleep, we neglected our families, we 
forgot about friends, we even skipped class (shhh!). Then came the day to combine 
all the ingredients. We swiped the big salad bowl from Lorna's and blended our 
ways (not to mention our curds). When it came time to cook our masterpiece, we 
discovered that our oven would not work. Someone had pulled the plug . . . 
Campus Coats 
*Lark presents "Jewish Jazz," Mon, April 2, 6 am, Student Union. 
*MBAC Monday Madness, Mon, 6 am-I2 pm, Student Union. 
*RAB/ASB/ISO/RCIA/AMA/AWC/CIA/ICC/AMA/PKT/AMC/ 
SAA/ZTA/GPB/PU/BMW/SCUBA/EST/&. U2 present workshop on "Clear 
Communicative Skills, Verbal &c Written," Mon, 6 am-9am, SU (in SH on MW 
at USD), BYOB! TBA. 
""BACCHUS says: "Be responsible ... or else," Mon, 6 am, Student Union. 
""Mission Club meeting in Nairobi, Africa, Mon, 6 am, Student Union. 
*AMA meeting at Vons, Mon, 6 am, Student Union. 
*MSA Bake Sale in front of Serra, Mon, 6 am, Student Union. 
*Bullpen presents "Guitarist on the Courts—Steve Poltz," Mon, 6 am, Student 
Union and Sports Center. 
""Faculty Forum, "Where Have All the Forums Gone?" Mon, 6 am, Student 
Union. 
*Film Forum presents "Rocky XXXIII," Mon, 6 am, Student Union. 
""Flour Sale to benefit Dishwashers of America, in Camino Cafeteria, Mon, 6 am, 
Student Union. 
*TBA, Mon, 6 am, Student Union. 
""First Annual Darting Competition, who can hit Target from USD. Mon., 6 a.m. 
Student Union. 
*PKT Lips Sink competition, Sports Center, bottom of pool, Mon, 6 am, 
Salomon Lecture Hall (or Student Onion). 
Speaker's Bureau Presents: 
Tfow To Be 
A 'Heal Person 
Lecture and panel with: 
• Richard Simmons 
• Roger Hedgecock 
• Matt McGowan 
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Drive, Fools, DRIVE! Where's Pla 
USD Is finally to get cheerleaders. The 
long-awaited program has finally been ap­
proved, and a squad of nationally-ranked 
pom-pon girls has been recruited for the 
1985-86 school year. 
"The cheerleaders are great, they will be 
a definite asset to the school. We hope 
that they will be a real kick in the pants 
for school spirit," said USD President, Au­
thor Hughes. 
The squad has been recruited from the 
University of Wisconsin at Platteville. 
USD hqd to offer them full scholarships, 
but according to Fr. Martin Cahill, USD 
Director of Athletics, it was well worth it. 
"This is a nationally ranked, top-notch 
squad. Despite the fact that their heads 
are disproportionate to their bodies, they 
are really quite attractive." 
Squad Captain Biffy Boops, a graduate 
of Reseda High School (see picture) says 
"We are very excited to come out to USD. 
It's a real bummer cheering in the ice and 
snow. It will be nice not to have to wear 
snow boots all the time.. .and anyway, 
San Diego is the 31st finest city in Amer­
ica right? I know we have big heads, but it 
just allows us to draw more attention to 
our cheers... its kind of an initiation, all 
the girls have to have their heads enlarged 
Biffy Boops, newly recruited USD 
head cheerleader. Though her body 
is disproportionate, she can still 
make baseball players hearts throb, 
by plastic surgery. It's a good thing that 
none of us are stuck-up; imagine the in­
sults. Hey, that's a nice tie. Did you get 
that at Sticks Bear and Fuller? I never did 
like Mexican food, hey why aren't you 
tan? I had a pet poodle named Tiffy once. 
What are the sororities like?..." 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Arian Collins Fan Club Merchandise... 
Will sell cheap! Buttons, posters, photos, 
ashtrays, lava lamps, dolls (anatomically 
correct), lug nuts. For free brochure write 
to ACFC, Cozumel, Mexico. 
Look! There's a bug on your shoulder! Ah 
hah! April Fool! You looked, you looked! 
Oh, don't say you didn't you liar liar pants 
on fire don't forget your bubble gum. 
Looking for work over the summer? Need 
to earn a few extra dollars? Me too. If you 
find anything, give me a call. 296-7021. 
For Sale: Cheap, one slightly used, partial­
ly trained, homeward bound basketball 
team. See Egan. 
President's sale!!! Will sell any president, 
living or dead, to do promotions, make 
appearances, etc. Your choice of Reagan, 
Ford, Carter, Nixon, or any that we can 
locate and we'll dig em up and deliver. 
This offer an exclusive of the Federal Gov­
ernment. 
The New Beat-Rocker/Golden Sparrow 
&. Molten Blueberry Soul Spaghetti Ex­
press Revue Spider Thumpin' Uptown Jug 
Band for Jesus tickets for sale. 10th row at 
Camino Theatre. Will sell for $600 apiece. 
Call 260-4714. 
Need a typist? Buy a typewriter!! 
Michael Jackson Dance Lessons, CHEAP! 
Call Lisa Lesperance at VISTA office. Un­
til then. .. BEAT IT!!! 
By Lisa V. Lesperance 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
Only after battling your way through 
crowded parking lots, paying more for ex­
cess baggage, hopelessly dodging the Hari 
Krishnas selling imitation flowers and 
snoozing in that endless line for a good 
seat selection.. .YOU'RE OFF! Yes, I am 
talking about "Leaving on a jet plane." 
Traveling through those friendly skies 
does have its advantages. Mainly it is a 
quick and efficient way of arriving at one's 
final destination. However, I feel that the 
good does not always out-weigh the bad, 
in this case. 
Having cruised through the heavenly 
clouds since a young tot, I am now quite 
sick of the routine. After getting yourself 
Halley's Comet 
To Admiral Halley 
Two paper cups and a piece of string. As 
a communication system, they're only as 
useful as the ears one holds to the cups. In 
the communication process, good listen­
ing is as vital as good speaking or writing. 
If you don't believe it, take heed of the fol­
lowing; a commanding officer issued the 
following order to his executive officer: 
"Tomorrow evening at approximately 
2000, Halley's Comet will be visible in this 
area, an event which occurs only once ev­
ery 75 years. Have the men fall in on the 
pier in dungarees and I will explain this 
rare phenomenon to them. In case of rain, 
we will not be able to see anything, so as­
semble the men on the mess decks and I 
will show them films of it." 
The executive officer told the depart­
ment head: "By order of the commanding 
officer, tomorrow at 2000, Halley's Comet 
will appear above the pier. If it rains, fall 
the men out in dungarees, then proceed to 
the mess decks where the rare phenome­
non will take place - something which oc­
curs only once every 75 years." 
The department head then told his divi­
sion officer: "By order of the commanding 
officer in dungarees at 2000 tomorrow eve­
ning, the phenomenal Halley's Comet will 
appear on the mess decks. In case of rain 
on the pier, the commanding officer will 
give another order, something which oc­
curs every 75 years." 
The division officer told the leading pet­
ty officer: "Tomorrow at 2000, the com­
manding officer will appear on the mess 
decks with Halley's Comet - something 
which happens every 75 years. If it rains, 
the commanding officer, in dungarees, will 
order the comet onto the pier." 
The leading petty oficer passed the word 
to the division personnel: "When it rains 
tomorrow at 2000, the phenomenal 75-
year-old Admiral Halley, accompanied by 
the commanding officer, will drive his 
comet off the pier in dungarees." 
(Courtesy of PACFACTS, Pacific Division 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command.) 
totally decked-out in hopes of meeting a 
certain new scam, things never seem to 
work out. That cute flight attendant fails 
to even ask, "Coffee, tea or me." It is al­
ways the toupee-headed one, who is bust­
ing out of his unpressed uniform, instead. 
Once finally situated and comfortable, the 
loud speaker bursts on and the Captain 
welcomes the crowd. 
Ears pop as the altitude increases and 
the engines begin to soar. An overly-
friendly stewardess flashes her pearly 
whites while demonstrating how to use an 
oxygen mask, just in case of an emergency. 
In hopes of curing a pre-flight party 
hangover you decide to flick on some 
tunes and settle back for awhile. However, 
a repertoire of only five songs ranging 
from "Feelings" to "You Light Up My 
Life" just does not cut it. No need for wor­
ry, read a magazine! If Great Outdoorsman 
or Russia Today tickle your fancy, you are 
in luck! 
Oh, it is movie time! I have seen 007's 
Octopussy on planes more times than he as 
uttered, "Bond. James Bond." Neverthe­
less, I do prefer to watch Roger Moore's 
legs over and over again than those of 
Black Beauty. 
HARK! Do I hear dinner bells! Finally, 
just what you have been waiting for—well 
... not exactly. May I commend whoever 
said, "Looks are deceiving?" In quoting a 
song by popular rock band ZZ Top, "I'd 
even like the chicken if the sauce was not 
too blue." But, I guess almost anything 
beats packaged peanuts. 
Mixing a 747's turbulence with its not-
so-famous meal gives one good reason to 
sample the ever-so-common "barfbags." 
And if you think that you will make it to 
the lavatory (that's airline lingo) in time, 
think again! OCCUPIED signs on rest-
rooms seem to take dominance over those 
reading VACANT. I have been stranded 
in those aisles more times than airlines 
have "misplaced" my luggage. Now 
THAT'S incredible! ' 
When attempting to retire for the re­
mainder of the trip, bother not to count 
sheep. Simply concentrate on the rhythm 
of the elderly gentleman's snore next to 
you. If that does not work, just imagine 
the neighbor who is using you as a pillow 
to be the person of your dreams. Better 
yet, consider it all as a nightmare. 
Waking to a brat baby's cry, you are 
soon to land at your final destination. 
Lights flicker on again, seat backs must 
now be raised and tray tables are to be up­
right. Avoid the fact that your feet have 
swelled to remind yourself of Sasquatch. 
And, it is not dandruff you see, only dry, 
flaky skin due to lack of moisture. 
Smooth landing? The Captain must be 
sleeping! The tourture is over, but it was 
not really that bad. I mean, what do you 
expect flying with a company known as 
Bag Your Car Airlines? 
Going home for Spring Break? DRIVE!! 
If not... Beware of Jet Lag! 
You're hungry and you need your transmission fixed? 
Come to 
Freddie's Taco Stand and Garage 
? 11 a 13 l i s | 
1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1  
as i i i l t j s t f l  
Saturday Night Special: Spaghetti & Lube Job $14.50 
Our Motto is: "Drive in and walk out!" 
Freddie's Taco Stand and Garage Locations: 
West San Diego • Lompoc • Winnipeg 
MBAC 
Monday Madness 
Apri l  1 ,  6-12 a .m.  
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U SEEN SAN DIEGO r 
By Michael Hall 
USSD Edi tor  
The race to occupy the seat which may 
be vacated by Mayor Roger Hedgecock is 
heating up. Several potential candidates 
Hostile Man Runs For Mayor 
have shown an interest in replacing 
Hedgecock, who faces criminal charges for 
perjury, conspiracy, and subletting Point 
Loma to Saudi Arabia for oil stock. The 
list of wanna-be's includes Deputy Mayor 
Bill Cleator, Councilmen Dick Murphy 
and Mike Gotch, Maureen O'Connor, 
Dick Carlson, Richard Nixon, the San 
Diego Chicken, and the Bagwan Radish. 
With the remote chance that he may be 
convicted, even if he finds a lawyer to take 
his case, the mayor has decided to endorse 
a worthy successor to his job. On Satur­
day, February 30, Hedgecock formally an­
nounced his endorsement of the Hostile 
Man. This action ended weeks of specula­
tion by the mass media, the city council, 
local big business, and the fourth grade 
class of Ross Elementary. 
"I cannot think of a man of straighter 
being, more unbending moral character, 
or vertical aspirations than the Hostile 
Man," said the mayor. "We've needed 
such a hostile person in office for a long 
time." 
Mayor Hedgecock and Hostile Man 
shared a podium at the J. David Dominelli 
Arms Hotel and Pawn Shop for a press 
conference after the announcement. The 
Hostile Man seemed relaxed, brandishing 
his characteristic grimace and showing no 
apparent signs of his heroic ordeal at Sea 
World just days before. He easily glided his 
way through the difficult questioning pro­
duced by the media. 
Concerning what to do about the tidal 
wave of illegal aliens flowing into San 
Diego, he answered, "We should pelt them 
with rocks and garbage." 
The problem of beach pollution pro­
duced by Tijuana was addressed next. 
"We should pelt them with rocks and gar­
bage." 
And what about the unemployed in San 
Diego? "Let's all pelt them with rocks and 
garbage," replied the hostile candidate. 
One astute reporter questioned the 
stick-like political aspirant concerning the 
charges still pending against him in muni­
cipal court dealing with criminal com­
plaints brought by USD students who 
were allegedly pelted by him with rocks 
and garbage last semester. 
"No comment at this time," said Hostile 
Man, who was rather difficult to under­
stand as he always spoke through his 
clenched teeth. "And if you ask me again, 
I'll pelt you with rocks and garbage." 
Fellow candidate Dick Carlson was ap­
proached for comment, but could not be 
understood due to the pasta blocking his 
vocal chords. 
Richard Nixon said that "I think he (the 
Hostile Man) is just a marionnette without 
strings in the hands of Hedgecock. How­
ever, it might not be of any significance to 
me as I expect to be appointed head dog-
catcher, which everyone said I couldn't 
even be elected, of San Diego County. 
We're not taping any of this, are we?" 
Candidate Bagwan Radish, phoned by 
the VISTA in his Rolls Royce in Oregon, 
would not break his vow of silence to 
answer questions. A spokesperson, how­
ever, stated that "De Bogwan vishes 
noting but good karma to de Hostile Man. 
But it must be known dat de Bogwan 
rooted for the Killer Whale in last week's 
incident in Sea Vorld." It promises to be a 
long and hostile battle before the office of 
mayor can once again be settled one way 
or the other. It can be assured, though, 
that on the way there a good time will be 
had by all. 
Shamu Goes Nutz 
By Michael Cisneros 
Off-Beat  Edi tor  
The entire city of San Diego was swept 
in a wave of terror last week as Shamu, the 
world's most famous killer whale, in a fit 
of frenzy, jumped out of his tank and pro­
ceeded to eat the entire audience. He then 
turned on his trainers and then the 
Hostile Man who happened on the scene, 
before belly-whomping his way to freedom 
out the front gate and down Sea World 
Drive. 
"It was terrible," said Inga Johansen, a 
survivor of the bloody spectacle. "That 
huge thing jumped out and started to eat 
everything in sight. I thought that for sure 
I was a goner, but then that brave Hostile 
man happened on the scene." 
According to Inga and other eye wit­
nesses, the whale had devoured the first 
ten rows of people when the trainers leapt 
into action. The black beast ate both of 
them too when the Hostile man came run­
ning down the steps of the arena with a 
bunch of nosy spectators. 
The whale ate the other half of the au­
dience and was about to start on the 
newcomers when the thin, unmuscled 
man jumped in front of it and slapped it 
on the nose. The whale opened its mouth 
and swallowed him whole, but he escaped 
through the hole on top of the whale's 
head. 
Shamu', thought to be completely tame, 
then escaped to the street without any fur­
ther incident and was last seen headed 
toward Linda Vista. There have been no 
further reports of the whale eating 
anyone. 
"We're gonna shoot him," said sheriff 
John Duffy in a prepared statement this 
morning. "What do you think we're gon­
na do?" Police Chief Bill Collander refused 
comment. "We'll try to corner him until 
the authorities arrive," offered Jeff Macy, 
Scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop 110. 
Sea World, under heavy fire for keeping 
the whale's killer tendencies a secret, 
volunteered to pay damages to all the 
deceased or if they wished, their descen­
dants, and put up money for a reward for 
the sea monster's capture. "But if they kill 
it, there will be hell to pay," said Chip 
Weaver, head of operations at the marine 
park. 
"We intend to try and retame the ani­
mal, even after the tragedy," he con­
tinued. "In nearly 30 years we have never 
had this kind of trouble and we will never 
have it again." 
Weaver blames the poor quality of fish 
and the crowd's unruly heckling for the 
beast's outbreak. "He just reached his boil­
ing point for Pete's sake, I'm sure you've 
never done that before! I'm sure when he 
calms down, he will return of his own ac­
cord. He's not a monster, he's only hu­
man," said Weaver. 
Residents of the Linda Vista area have 
been looking for the escaped whale in 
loosely organized posses since the first 
word of Shamu being loose. Sam Rowdy, 
a 34-year-old insurance salesman from 
Lompoc, is the leader of one such posse. 
"We ain't found it yet, oh, but we will, we 
"This is the most fun I've had since 
hula-hoops," said Rowdy, crushing an 
empty can on his forehead. He said the 
people of the community were in high 
spirits with the posse on duty and a whale 
of a time was had by all. 
will." 
As of yet, the posses are just walking up 
and down the streets, looking and drink­
ing beer from all-aluminum cans. They are 
considering staying together even after 
this current crisis. 
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VISTA Salutes The Far Side 
"As if we all knew where we're going." At the Porcupine Bail 
© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate 
"It's the Websters. They say there's some 
pitiful thing dying of thirst out their 
way, and would we like to come over?" 
"No way. I'll put my magazine 
down when you put yours down.' 
How locusts are incited to swarm 
Courtesy of San Diego Tribune 
© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate 4-1 
"Doreen! There's a spider on you! One of 
those big, hairy, brown ones with the long 
legs that can move like the wind itself!" 
"Shoot! You not only got the wrong planet, you got 
the wrong solar system ... I mean, a wrong planet 
I can understand—but a whole solar system?" 
"Get, you rascal! Get! ... Heaven 
knows how he keeps getting in here, 
Betty, but you better count 'em." 
© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate 
© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate 




Hey dudes! Like the Smoka Sigmanians 
have been partyin' hardy. Some of the 
bro's went down to T.J. and brought back 
some killer buds that are guaranteed to 
please. We're talkin' mega-hits, dudes. So 
then the boys and I went joy ridin' and 
picked up some chicks at the beach and 
made them . . . li'l sisters. 
Tomorrow the Smoka Sigmanians will 
be sponsoring a Visine sale in front of 
Serra Hall. The money will go toward 
Smoka Sigma parties where we will discuss 
how to make more money and how we 
can make a profit from using the money 
buying kilos and operating in the black 
market. Then we'll blow it all on a yacht 
and sail down to Tahiti and take part in 
the Thai smokin' festival. 
Last weekend the fog came in all around 
our MB Smoka Sigma House and we were 
raided by the cops 'cause they thought we 
were smokin' hash. Which we were, but it 
was the total bummer, ya know. Just 
thinkin' about it makes me nervous. 
Think I'll light up. Okay, now as I waz 
sain, doods . . . wowowowoo lik tha 
kulurz ar lik thi betchinist ayv evr 
seeeeen . . . aldjfotiausrenrfv man luk at 
thees keez on thu tip ritter goskfnjaskfjsf-
flas f8435yhfas84fhslcoe . . yowsi!! woh 
doodz! A gud tim iz bee inn hed bi allll! 
Sigmund 3.14 
The Pi's Have It! 
The brothers of Sigmund 3.14 proffer 
their most expungated .wishes of con­
gratulations to the Smoka Sigma brethren 
for their integrating Dervish function. Fun 
multiplied exponentially, as if governed by 
an inverse square theorem. 
We wish to expostulate the recent 
discovertures from our semisporadic, non-
random, pseudonumerical mathematics 
olympiad. Much recognition to Albert 
Garson in his figuring the value of Pi to 
over 10 to the 99 power digits. (Exceeding­
ly cunning indeed, the method by which 
you pilfered use of the Cray supercom-
Wee Canta Waita 
puter firm those neo-avante-garde, pro­
letarian bedwetters over at UC! Indeed!) 
Finally, we wish to hypothesize the in­
tegration of several new neophytes into 
our logarithmic society. Much fanfare to 
James "IBM" Haden, Tommy Microchip, 
and Chris "Wizardry" Towaway. It is 
hoped that when their conversion if fully 
expostulated, they do not serve to ex­
asperate or in any way put asunder the 
transfinite ideals of our subset. We elevate 
them to the level of coplanar! And an ex­
ceedingly superior segment of time flow 
was experienced by all within a 3.14 
astronomical unit radius! 
Atsa Rigrrm 
Ay, Attsa Matta Witha Youa ASBa? 
Watta you meana we can'ta put upa the 
signs whena we please? (Hey, may a mad 
pasta chef filla you bed with the fettucini 
alfredo, you know what I mean.) 
First of all, we woulda like to thanka our 
President, Don LowlabridgedaMcGuina. 
(He's not Marlon Brando, as you all 
The opinions represented on this 
page represent those of the in­
dividual organization named in the 
headline, the highest bidder, no one 
in particular, and/or Jack Kemp. 
There is absolutely no possibility 
that these represent the opinions of 
the VISTA in any way shape or 
form, now or at any other time, in 
this dimension or in any other 
parallel planes of existence. This 
page is for the purpose of allowing 
the Greeks to voice news particular 
to their community, and conve­
niently replaces the full-page ads 
which AT&T no longer purchases. 
It should also be noted that the 
Hostile Man is not a Greek, as com­
monly believed. And a good time 
was had by all in attendance. 
mighta think!) He dida great joba in our 
last fundaraiser. Knockin' over thata 
snack bar in Serra was really the good 
idea-a. We woulda also like all members to 
remember theira violin cases for the nexta 
meeting. Weesa gonna hitta the Smoka 
Sigma boys fo musclin' in ona oura Der­
vish Turf. Noaoneaa doesa thata to 
us . . . you knowa what I mean. (We 
avenga you, Mother Celeste!!) 
"" We also make the offer you canta refuse 
to the other families. We wanta the Greek 
Olympics changed to the Sicilian Olym­
pics next yeara. (Mama Mia!!) Hey! And 
the good time wasa had by all in atten­
dance, eh? 
O'Brien Kills Student 
Keg is Murder Weapon 
Photographic proof that USD Junior Barry O'Brien, killed a man by striking 
him in the head with a keg at the Greek Olympics. Hostile man looks gayly 
on. 
Photo By Merriam-Webster. 
Carina Yoo Waita 
Eat Out Your Roots, 
Alex Haley! 
The sisters of Canna Yoo Waita would 
like to tell our heritage for the fifth time 
this year. 
It all began back in the Stone Age, 
paleolithic Mesopotamia. Two outstand­
ing women, Oog, and Maag (affectionately 
known as "Buffy," and "Tiffy,"), names we 
ad-... At any rate, it seems they have 
the distinction of being the first female 
Homo Erectus who joined a Bison-
hunting party. It was by their first act of 
courage, daring to be different in a man's 
world, that Oog and Maag allowed other 
women to become hunters. This group of 
remarkable females formed a hunting so­
ciety, and thus formed the roots of what is 
Canna Yoo Waita today. How we got our 
official colors, puce and indigo, 
was—EDITOR'S INTERCESSION—that 
does it girls. I refuse to print anything else 
until I get a certain author back from last 
semester, who shall remain nameless. 
You've taken the light from my life, the 
glimmer from my eyes, the bile from my 
liver. I simply cannot go on without her. I 
shall fling myself from the looming pre­
cipice of the highest curb in Alcala Park. I 
shall sprain my ankle to such a degree that 
doctors will give up all hope of my perfor­
ming chopsticks on the piano with my 
toes again. And if I go, the page goes with 
me!! Ha Ha Ha.—We now return you to 
the story, already in progress.—And a 
good time was had by all in attendance. 
ZetaAlf Alfa 
Maternity, ? 
The sisters of the Zeta Alf Alfa fraterni­
ty (we don't know why it's called a frater­
nity, since we're all girls, but that's what 
our stationary says at the top) would like 
to thank the brothers of Smoka Sigma for 
their fantastic Dervish Days Event. We 
Alpha Omega Planetary System 
Solstice Is What It Is! 
Our unscrupulous leader Zircon has ap­
proved numerous activities to be enjoyed 
by the masses of the Earth's populace. 
Our metallic object toss at the 
designated landing spot was a success of 
tremendous proportions. Victors of the 
event were awarded offerings of zinc oxide 
crystals. Refreshments provided incouded 
assorted vegetation and tepid hydrogen 
dioxide. 
During the next seven solar days we will 
be engaging in laser warfare against the 
oppressive Sadar Dultroid intruders. Able-
bodied humanoids are welcome to join in 
our universal domination. A good time 
will be had by all. 
didn't really understand what the purpose 
of running around the school, catching lit­
tle whirling things was, but it was a 
definite improvement over the Pearl Har­
bor thing (no negative connotations in­
tended). Congratulations are in order to 
the Vals, who caught the most dervishes; 
gotta love 'em, for sure, like, they were 
totally far out, gag me with a pledge pad­
dle. 
We would also like to announce the 
great amount of money we obtained from 
our Zeta Survival Kit Sales. We thank all 
parents who purchased them, and we 
think it every funny that the Greek Editor 
didn't get his, even though his parents 
bought one. To him we'd just like say 
"Ha, Ha, Ha!" And a good time was had 
by all in attendance. (No headline?. . . No 
problem!) 
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Campus Capsules 
USE OF CAFETERIA TRAYS AS SLEDS was suspended by two dorms at the U. of 
Kansas after a student there suffered a fractured spine while sliding down a 100-foot 
hill on campus. Although "tray sledding" is a popular pastime at KU, the injured stu­
dent was using a saucer sled, not a tray. 
A NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION is threatening to go to court to stop the U. 
of Arizona's Spring Fling carnival. University officials have agreed to make modifica­
tions to reduce the noise and litter created by the event but the local residents' group 
wants the carnival canceled or moved. 
TO TELL THE TRUTH: Male students are most likely to lie to protect their images 
in the eyes of women, according to research from Cleveland State U. and the U. of 
California-Davis. Female students lie mainly to protect the feelings of others. 
STUDENTS PROTESTED CENSORSHIP of the MTV cable television channel by 
the manager of an apartment complex at Brigham Young U. The manager claims to 
have blocked MTV to protect the morality of his tenants, but lifted the ban when 
more than half of his 900 student residents complained. 
MINORITY RECRUITMENT is the center of controversy at the U. of Arizona 
where minority student leaders are charging that UA's Office of Minority Student 
Affairs has been negligent in the recruitment of non-Hispanic minority students. 
A TUITION REFUND is in store for a few students at Brigham Young U. A com­
puter misprinted tuition invoices and overcharged nearly 2,000 BYU students by 
$50. The students, however, apparently knew not to trust the computer: Fewer than 
30 students paid the extra tuition. 
OFFICIALS WERE NOT AMUSED by a raunchy humor handbook written and 
sold by the Beta Theta Pi fraternity at the U. of Florida. The book names several 
female students and recommends how many beers it takes to seduce them. The book 
also makes racist remarks about some students. The university has suspended the 
fraternity and may also investigate "little-sister" programs campus-wide. 
Question of the Week 
By John Pentelei-Molnar 
Do you think the arms talks in 
Geneva will be 
TAKE LIF  
In The Ocean. . . 
. . .this summer at USD. Get that 
General Education science requirement 
out of the way. Biology 011 in a 6 weeks. 
Lecture: 10-12 a.m. Mon. and Wed. 
Lab:1-4 p.m. Mon. and Wed. 
Weekly field trips. 
NOTE: Times posted in summer bulletin 
are wrong! 
S2> 
Nancy Titcombc, Junior/ 
English; Virginia Awendcr, 
Junior/I.R.; Rob Cibbs, 
Soph .—"Arms arc for hugging, 
not talking. But seriously, we 
hope they are successful, so we 
may continue to be able to 
hug." 
295-0202 
No Service Charge 
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD 
next to Presidio Garden Center 
Molly Bowman, Soph/Poly 
Sci.—"I think they will be suc­
cessful in that the Russians will 
know the USA is serious about 
enforcing its position as a peace­
keeping nation. 
Tiffany Troncatti, Fresh/ 
B.A.—"No, I don't think so, 
because neither side will want to 
risk vulnerability to the other." 
Ritchard Ratzer, Fresh/ 
Und. —"I really don't worry 
too much about it." 
a#** Frank Plant, Senior/Busi­
ness—"No, I don't think so, 
because the Russians are too 
afraid of the MX and 'Star 
Wars' to give anything up, and 
the U.S. is not going to sacrifice 
the only bargaining power it 
has, that being MX and 'Star 
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Bondage to Freedom:40Years After Kappa Gamma ° Invites 
"From Bondage to Freedom: 40 Years 
After" will be the themes highlighted this 
year during the Holocaust Days of Re­
membrance, it was announced by Lucy 
Goldman, Chair of the Jewish Communi­
ty Relations Council of the United Jewish 
Federation of San Diego County. 
The Holocaust Days of Remembrance, 
which honor the memory of the victims of 
the Holocaust, will be held from April 
12-21, 1985. They coincide with Yom 
Hashoa, Holocaust Days of Remembrance 
which falls on Thursday, April 18, 1984. 
Rabbi Martin S. Lawson, Chair of the 
JCRC Task Force on Holocaust Program­
ming said, "It is our responsibility to keep 
alive the memory of those who perished in 
the Holocaust. Once we forget the lessons 
learned during Holocaust, society will 
then permit it to happen again." 
A dramatical multi-media program will 
be held on Saturday, April 13, 1985, 7:30 
p.m. at Congregation Beth Israel, 2512 
Third Avenue, San Diego. A program 
marking the 40th anniversary of the 
liberation of death camps will be 
presented. In addition, a special inter-
generational candle lighting ceremony will 
take place. The public is invited to attend 
at no charge. 
Holocaust Memorial Service will be held 
on Sunday, April 14, 1985, 1 p.m. at the 
Jewish Community Center, 4079 54th 
Street, San Diego. Prior to the service 
there will be a display on the Holocaust 
prepared by the library in conjunction 
with the New Life Club and the Second 
Generation of Holocaust Survivors. 
The Eighth Annual Holocaust Sym­
posium will be held on Wednesday, April 
17, 1985 at the Manchester Conference 
Center, University of San Diego. The 
symposium will deal with the theme "The 
Holocaust: Lessons for a Pluralistic Socie­
ty." Dr. John K. Roth, Chairman of the 
Department of Philosophy and Religion, 
Clairemont McKennon College will be 
the keynote speaker. The program will run 
from 7 to 9:30 p.m. 
A liturgy dealing with the Holocaust has 
been prepared for use in area churches. 
This liturgy was developed by Sonia Fox 
and Diane Strum. In addition, San Diego 
area synagogues will be hosting Yom 
Hashoa Shabbot. 
Petitions calling upon the Soviet 
Government to release information 
diplomat Raul Wallenberg are being cir­
culated throughout the community. Mr. 
Wallenberg, whose heroic deeds helped 
save thousands of Jewish lives during 
World War II, was arrested by the Soviet 
Government 40 years ago and has not 
been heard from since. 
The Holocaust Days of Remembrance 
are sponsored by the Jewish Community 
Relations Council in cooperation with the 
Bureau of Jewish Education, Jewish Com­
munity Centers of San Diego, the New 
Life Club, Second Generation of Holo­
caust Survivors, the National Conference 
of Christians and Jews, San Diego Rab­
binical Association, San Diego Ecumeni­
cal Conference, the Anti-Defamation 
League of B'nai B'rith, the American 
Jewish Committee, and the University of 
San Diego. 
For further information regarding pro­
gramming during the Holocaust Days of 
Awareness, please contact Steven Klap-
pholz, Director Jewish Community Rela­
tions Council, 571-3444. 
Yes, Yes, YES 
Youth Exchange Service (YES) is 
presently offering a great opportunity to 
American families all over the United 
States to share their homes and lives with 
well-screened teenage exchange students 
from different countries around the world. 
The 15- to 18-year-old students are 
scheduled to arrive in August, 1985 for a 9 
month period and attend local high 
schools. They have excellent medical in­
surance and bring their own spending 
money. Families provide room and board 
and may claim a $50.00 tax deduction for 
each month they host a student. For fur­
ther details, please contact: YOUTH EX­
CHANGE SERVICE (YES), World Trade 
Center Bldg., 350 South Figueroa Street, 





This month Kappa Gamma Pi issued in­
vitations to 30 outstanding USD seniors 
encouraging them to become active 
members in its national honor society. All 
candidates must have attained a grade 
point standing sufficient for graduation 
with honors by the end of seven semesters, 
and have shown leadership in extra­
curricular campus or off-campus activities. 
Those candidates who accept membership 
will have shown a desire to continue in­
dividual leadership in Church and civic 
duties, and adopt the motto "Faith and 
Service." 
Kappa Gamma Pi is the National 
Catholic College Graduate Honor Socie­
ty. It was founded in 1926 to form an 
"association of Distinguished Women 
graduates whose purpose would be to ex­
ert a positive influence upon their respec­
tive communities." Membership was not 
perceived so much as a reward for work 
well done but rather a hope and pledge for 
future great work. 
Today, the early Kappa concept has re­
mained essentially the same but eligibility 
for membership has been expanded to in­
clude men. Kappas are encouraged and in­
spired to contribute their talents to 
organizations working to "strengthen the 
home, the Church and society," while 
always striving for a high standard of per­
sonal Christian excellence. 
Christian leadership is also encouraged 
among undergraduates and each year 
Kappa awards the mdeal of St. Catherine, 
traditionally honored as the patroness of 
scholars, to the sophomore who has 
demonstrated outstanding service or 
academic achievement. The recipient of 
this year's award will be announced at the 
Honors Convocation on May 9. 
Immediately following the Honors Con­
vocation, the San Diego Area Chapter 
members of Kappa Gamma Pi will host a 
luncheon to welcome and honor those 
who have made the decision to become a 
part of this vigorous, innovative Christian 
organization. 
€XP€RI€NC€... 
a Total Club Experience 




Three donee floors 
Phenomenal videos 
THURSDAY: CASHA1 DANCERS 
SUNDAYS: V DANCE 
MARCH 31st - KS-103-QH! EXPRESS^ 
Open Thurs. thru Sun. 9:00 P.M. (Last Call: 5:00 
Paseo de los Heroes 50, Tijuana (One mile from the Border) Info: (619)421-2036 
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San Diego Scene 
First Cursillo Center Dedicated 
SAN DIEGO (March 18)—The dedica­
tion of La Quinta de Guadalupe in Im­
perial Beach was held on Sunday, March 
24 beginning at 2:30 p.m. It is the first 
Cursillo center in San Diego. 
Following a Mass at St. Charles Church 
concelebrated by Leo T. Maher, bishop of 
San Diego, and Gilbert E. Chavez, aux­
iliary bishop, there was a procession to the 
new building. A blessing and dedication of 
the center, ribbon-cutting and reception 
followed. Father Vincent Lorenz, pastor 
of St. Anthony's Church and assistant 
spiritual director of the Hispanic Cursillo 
Secretariat, presided at the reception. 
Cursillo, which means small course in 
Spanish, is an intensive 3-day retreat 
focusing on the fundamentals of being a 
Christian. Those attending experience a 
sense of renewal as well as a deeper com­
mitment to their faith. The Cursillo move­
ment originated in Spain in the late for­
ties. In the fifties the movement began in 
this country in the Hispanic Catholic 
community. It has spread throughout the 
United States as well as other parts of the 
world. 
According to Antonio Javier Romero, 
who was part of a small group who first 
conceived the idea of building a center, 
"When the Cursillo movement began to 
grow in San Diego, all groups had a com­
mon problem—where to hold the Cursillo. 
While the parishes always welcomed us for 
our weekly meetings, when it came to us­
ing facilities for three consecutive days, we 
had a problem." 
Inspired by what they considered a need 
within the Diocese, Romero and others 
sought support of the Hispanic Cursillo 
Secretariat. Permission was granted to in­
itiate fundraising efforts. Money was 
raised but not enough to build a facility. 
The next step was to approach Bishop 
Maher. 
After several meetings, the group was 
notified that the Diocese was going to pro­
vide the land for the facility. In 
November, 1983, construction began. For 
the next year and a half, volunteers 
gathered every weekend to work on the 
facility. 
A number of companies and individuals 
donated their time and labor which cut 
construction costs in half. Raul, Luis and 
Miguel Corrales of C &. C Construction 
was the general contractor for the project. 
The architect was T.M. Hyde. Others who 
worked on the facility included Luis Gar­
cia, who poured the concrete foundation 
for the building; Jose and Andrea San­
doval, Sandoval Concrete; Misael Mer-
cado, California Forming Metals; Ricardo 
Lopez, who was responsible for lathing; 
Louis Cabhrera, Cabrera's Plastering; 
Javier and Margarita Romero, Anthony's 
Roofing; Charles Gutierrez and other 
volunteers from the dry wall union; Joe 
Barajas, South Bay Electric; Ricardo del 
Rosario who installed the communica­
tions equipment; Cardona's Landscaping; 
Jose de Jesus, J.J. Caves Paving; and 
EATING DISORDERS 
. . . CAN BE FATAL 
. . . CAN BE TREATED 
The Eating Disorders Program at 
Alvarado Parkway Institute is the oldest 
and most experienced program for the 
treatment of Anorexia Nervosa and 
Bulimia in San Diego County. 
Our OUTPATIENT EVENING 
TREATMENT PROGRAM offers 
intensive care for students and 
working individuals at LOW COST. 
Inhospital treatment, intervention 
assistance, and nutritional counseling 
also available. Call for assessment. 
ALVARADO 
yln r^SRmUTE (619) 465-4411 
7050 Parkway Drive, La Mesa, CA 92041 
Augustin Lugo, Augie's Signs. Others 
who provided donations include the 
Filipino Cursillo who donated $4,500; the 
Confederation Guadalupana who do­
nated a stained-glass window with Our 
Lady of Guadalupe's image; and nu­
merous other individuals who donated 
time, money, equipment and meals for 
workers. 
The 14,000 square-foot building has a 
central auditorium which will hold 500 
people, a stage with dressing rooms (which 
can also be used as offices), two large con­
ference rooms (which can be divided into 
five classrooms or weekend dormitories), a 
kitchen, dining room, bathrooms with 
showers, offices and a caretaker's quarters. 
Administration of the facility will be 
directed by a group of volunteers headed 
by Luis Garcia, chairman; Antonio Javier 
Romero, vice chairman; Refugio Angulo, 
treasurer; and Margarita Romero, ex­
ecutive secretary. Other committee 
members include Raul Corrales, Ricardo 
del Rosario, Francisco Pintado and Angel 
Jimenez. 
"The completion of La Quinta de 
Guadalupe is the realization of a dream," 
said Romero. "It could not have become a 
reality without the support of Bishop 
Maher, Bishop Chavez and many ded­
icated volunteers. 
"Already, we know how important the 
facility will be to the community. All 
weekends through May have been 
booked, and we continue to receive in­
quiries from groups interested in using it." 
La Quinta de Guadalupe is available for 
use by youth organizations, Marriage En­
counter and other groups as well as Cur­
sillo retreats. The center is located at 1002 
Eighteenth Street in Imperial Beach. For 
further information, call 429-7142. 









Part-time Business Administrator. 
Must be business major, hard working, 
creative, flexible. No experience necessary. 
Send resume &. brief description to: 
Computer Covers By Design 
5666 La Jolla Blvd., Suite 327 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
International History Fair 
By Andrea C. Zinko 
Staff Writer 
Different events are held in Balboa Park 
that cover a variety of topics. Among 
these events is the San Diego Interna­
tional History Fair, held last weekend at 
the Conference Building. Sponsored by 
SDSU, the San Diego Historical Society, 
Universidad Autonoma de Baja Califor­
nia, and the Centro de Investigaciones 
Historicas UNAM/UABC, it featured ex­
hibits and shows created by the junior and 
senior high students of both San Diego 
and Tijuana. 
The exhibits were of many different 
designs: models, audiovisuals, and 
photographs in abundance. There were 
skits, dancing and singing pertaining to 
history and culture from both sides of the 
border. The audiovisuals included video­
tapes, slide shows and home movie-type 
shows on such topics as the Villa 
Montezuma, Mission San Diego de 
Alcala, Del Mar Racetrack, family trees, 
and the Tijuana Cultural Center. Many of 
the audio presentations were good, and 
presented historical matter in different 
ways, according to the student and his 
background. Serra Jr. Sr. High were the 
most stylish, and also had the most 
number of presentations. Computer pro­
grams were also part of the Fair; each 
judge had to work the computer (mainly 
Apples) in order to judge the student and 
his program properly. 
The highlight of the Fair was the display 
of individual and group projects in the 
Conference Building. The exhibits ranged 
from simple to the elaborate. Unfor­
tunately, some of the better models were 
not given a prize just because it wasn't 
"original" enough. Of the four exhibits on 
the Point Loma Lighthouse, only 1 was 
given a small prize, but only because it was 
a cut-away view of the interior. 
These exhibits mainly consisted of a 
three-board stand, which holds photo­
graphs and the name of the project. Next 
is the small, five to ten page term paper, 
and the model of the project. Some of the 
displays did not have a model, but made 
up for it in pictures. Subjects such as Pio 
Pico (California's last Mexican Governor), 
San Pasqual, Belmont Park and Steve 
Garvey. Some of these exhibits were sup­
plemented by audiovisual aids. 
The models themselves covered many 
diverse subjects, and range from the crude 
to the elaborate, unimaginative to imagin­
ative. The model of the Civic Theater 
showed the different areas inside the 
building; an imaginative diorama of an 
early Indian home made you feel you were 
there; an exact replica of the Ford 
Building was made in scale; and an exhibit 
on Sea World the student used toothpaste 
to simulate the water in the Shamu tank. 
From the other side of the border 
brought elaborate models of Plaza Agua 
Caliente, the tower at Agua Caliente, Fort 
Tijuana (all in wood, complete with little 
people), and a few of the different cultural 
buildings in Tijuana, including the Centro 
Cultural de Tijuana. 
The Exhibits represented one-third of all 
the exhibits made all over the county and 
in Tijuana. Many of the San Diego City 
Schools were not represented, and was 
said to be because of the pay dispute. Even 
still, the exhibits on display were very 
good, some even so good that they are go­
ing to be used by various government 
agencies. 
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Entertainment 
Baby Should've Never Been Born 
By Cathy Hupp 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
Baby . . . Secret of the Lost Legend is a 
fantasy/ad venture starring William Katt 
and Sean Young who adopt—and risk 
their lives to protect—a baby bron-
tosaurus in the African jungle. 
The main thing one has to accept in this 
movie is that dinosaurs have emotions, 
too. Indeed, the baby dinosaur is very 
lovable, much like a dinosaur-E.T. When 
his real mother is. captured and drugged 
with tranquilizers by a ruthless scientist, 
he cries and wins your heart. Sean Young, 
who rose to prominence in 1982 with roles 
in "Blade Runner" and "Young Doctors in 
Love," is Susan Matthews-Loomis, a 
fiercely independent zoologist on an ex­
pedition in Africa, who becomes the sur­
rogate mother to this plant-eating 
creature. 
Also starring is William Katt of "The 
Greatest American Hero" fame as George 
Loomis, Susan's sportswriter husband, 
who is drawn into this adventure. He puts 
in a good performance. 
Overall, the movie had good action, 
once you accepted the sometimes lacking 
quality in animation. The plot moved 
along well, and the acting was above 
average. 
The film also stars Patrick McGoohan, 
who plays a ruthless scientist in search of 
the credit for "finding" these dinosaurs. 
"My character isn't so much a mad scien­
tist as he is dedicated to the extreme," ex­
plained McGoohan. "He only becomes 
nasty when people get in his way." 
Your best bet is to see this movie at a 
matinee or on dollar movie night. It's not 
worth full price. It is entertaining, though, 
just not great entertainment. Rating: B-
91X Plays for Hunger Porky-S 3RD; A Classic? 
T~*> T~V _ 11 1 Qit-v-xilo*- hottP Kppn 1 1 n rl pr t" a Ic PT3 * By Dawn Gallagher 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
XTRA-FM Radio (91X) in conjunction 
with Project Concern has announced 
"Save The Hungry World"—a 56-hour 
radiothon organized to assist famine relief 
in Africa and other international health 
care programs. The radiothon will air 
from noon, Friday, April 12 through 8 
p.m. Sunday, April 14, although various 
other events will be sponsored and 
organized throughout the entire month of 
April as 91X's own way of helping put an 
end to world hunger. 
Steve West, the station's music director 
and DJ is project coordinator of this event 
in which he plans on raising $91,000, 
"although $191,000 sounds even better." 
He believes his projection is realistic and 
his enthusiasm speaks for itself. "When 
you think that there are approximately 
three million people in San Diego County, 
and if even one third of them gave a dollar 
or two, well, the potential is staggering." 
Listeners will be encouraged to make 
monetary pledges in exchange for song re­
quests. Also throughout the radiothon, 
91X will be auctioning off merchandise 
donated by local businesses and rock star 
memorabilia given by major record com­
panies and/or the associated artists. Such 
items include: record packages, auto­
graphed photographs and posters, and un­
conventional one-of-a-kind souvenirs, 
"maybe even a pair of Billy Idol's under­
wear," Steve West adds. Many other sur­
prises are to be expected. 
Similar projects have been undertaken 
for the same cause and have proven to be 
a success. Two hit singles have been re­
leased with all proceeds going to famine 
relief in Ethiopia. The combined talents of 
many musically acclaimed artists in­
cluding, Duran Duran, U2, Culture Club 
and Phil Collins formed Band Aid, while 
USA For Africa includes Michael Jack­
son, Lionel Richie and Tina Turner, 
among others. Through their singing ef­
forts they have already raised a few million 
dollars. 9IX is looking forward to the sup­
port and involvement by some of these 
same artists in order to make this event a 
huge success. 
The funds raised through "Save The 
Hungry World" will be distributed to the 
underprivileged by Project Concern—a 
San Diego-based nonprofit organization 
which focuses its attention on preventing 
global health problems. 20% of the radio-
thon's funds will go directly to help the 
victims of famine in Africa, while the 
other 80% will help fund their already 
ongoing nutritional, educational and 
medical programs. 
According to 91X general manager John 
Lynch, the station's hope is to give San 
Diegans an opportunity to get directly and 
personally involved in helping to bring 
about a solution to worldwide human suf­
fering and need. If anyone is interested in 
volunteering a few hours of their time to 
answer phones and accept pledges or have 
a service or product that can be donated 
to auction off, please call Dawn at the 9IX 
business office—291-9191. 
By Rob Hall 
Guest Critic 
Porky's Revenge is the type of movie 
you'd best be drunk to go see. The whole 
plot revolves around sex and violence. I, 
personally, enjoy those characteristics in a 
movie and was just drunk enough to find 
the movie somewhat funny. However, 
after recovering from the hangover, I con­
templated the movie and realized that it is 
a classic low B rate flick. 
The movie's main characters are high 
school seniors (they are all the same 
characters from Porky's 1 and 2). They are 
continually pulling pranks on each other 
and manipulating the administration of 
the school to avoid expulsion. These were 
funny, at times, but got old in a hurry. 
Other than the pranks the movie's plot 
was the predicament of the boys having to 
throw a basketball game to save their 
coach. You will have to see the movie to 
be sure that was the plot. The story kept 
jumping from one plot to the next without 
much continuity. 
Peewee and his gyrating hips was prob­
ably the highlight of the movie. Also, the 
love scene in the motel room with Miss 
Balbricker was an extreme delight; there 
was a lot of passion shown. Actually it was 
rude seeing the fat lady roll around like 
that. It reminded me of those whales that 
beach themselves. 
I'm sure you have gotten the hint that 
this movie was not the best. And I recom­
mend that if you have to see this piece of 
cinemagraphic trash you go to the drive-in 
with at least 3 kegs of beer and a fine-
looking companion to distract you from 
the screen. On my scale of regular admis­
sion to Dollar Night; Porky's Revenge is 
"wait till someone offers you a pass." 
Speaker's Bureau proudly presents: 
Mr. Tim Moriarity 
U.S. State Department 
"Personal Presidential Security and Potential Terrorism" 
Thursday, April 11, 7:30 p.m. 
Salomon Lecture Hall 
The 1985 USD 
Air Band 
Talent Show 
(Lip Sync Comedy, too) 
Sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta/USD ASB 
Applications Available in the ASB Office 
Applications Deadline: April 17, 1985 
Auditions: Wednesday, April 21, 1985 
Showtime: Saturday, April 27, 1985 
"Be wild, be crazy, be unique, 
be the life of the party!" 
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ENTERSTAINMENT 
USD to be Electrified by Fresno Band 
By Colian Arilins 
and Da Vidmar Shall 
Staff Writers 
The critically-acclaimed Fresno-based band 
The New Beat-Rocker/Golden Sparrow & 
Molten Blaeberry Soul Spaghetti Express Re­
vue Spider Duo Thumpin' Uptown Jug Band 
for Jesus, a self-labeled gospel, new wave, 
heavy metal, folk, reggae, country, classical-
surf, progressive rock dance band into blue-
grass, will be entertaining students and faculty 
alike at Camino Theatre for three sold out 
shows in a row April 1,2, and 21. 
For those of you who don't own a radio and 
are still unfamiliar with the talented sextet, 
they first gained international acclaim after 
the release of their first album, 1982's 
Oceans Upon Oceans, that included the 
number one single in Fresno (later in Sonoma 
County) "Pipe-Smokin' and Dancin' with the 
Cows Till Dawn with the Stars Out Till 
Dawn (Shake it Baby!)." This was closely fol­
lowed up by the number one single in many 
eastern industrial cities "Ricochet Beach." 
Lead vocalist/rhythm accordianist /song­
writer Paul "Safety Pin" Ewing was inter­
viewed in his Bates Motel room just hours be­
fore the group's performance for unwanted 
puppies at the downtown Humane Society. 
Vista—I'm sure that you've been asked 
this more than a zillion times, but where 
did you guys come up with that silly 
name? 
"Safety-Pin"—Well, it all started back 
when the "Fresno Sound" was in its infan­
cy. We first became a headlining band in 
the Central Valley under the name of Ew­
ing 6. But people thought the name was 
just too bizarre. The next name we went by 
was Burning "Phlegm" and Kittens from 
Space. But we were picketed by cat lovers 
who objected to the use of the word 
"phlegm" in our name. Then we changed 
it to the Beatles, and performed for over a 
year under that name, drawing large 
crowds, until we learned that the name 
had been used before. So we decided to 
combine all the names and became The 
New Beat-Rocker/Golden Sparrow & 
Molten Blueberry Soul Spaghetti Express 
Revue Spider Duo Thumpin' Uptown Jug 
Band for Jesus. The name was originally 
longer, but we couldn't fit it all on the bass 
drum. 
Vista—Well, that clears that up for the 
zillionth time. Does the band consider it­
self a "Christian band"? 
"Safety-pin"—Not really, but we do 
have a lot of respect for Jesus because he 
had long hair. I still think that if Jesus 
were alive today he'd probably be playing 
in a satanic heavy metal band... on lead 
guitar of course. 
At this time the rest of the band members 
entered the room from the fire escape. 
Vista—Now that the rest of you are here, 
will you please tell me what instruments 
each of you plays? 
Tom Smith—1 play lead and rhythm fid­
dles and assorted woodwinds. 
Jesse Van Austermann—I perform on 
synthesized drums, water balloons, wash 
tub bass, and a cathedral pipe organ. 
Deacon Thrash—Lead, backup and rhy­
thm electronic and accoustic guitars and 
bag pipes. 
Mama Jefferson—I playa da lead kazoos, 
castinettes and tamborines. 
"Hop-along" Stevie—I play lead accor-
dian and nuclear harp. 
Vista—Your group has been credited by 
many critics as widening the musical spec­
trum of mankind, the universe, and 
beyond. 
Deacon Thrash—Which critics were 
those? 
Vista—Never mind. Who are your biggest 
influences? 
Tom Smith—I'll field this one. There are 
actually quite a few. But I'd have to say 
the most influental to us were the Bay Ci­
ty Rollers, Lionel Richie, Styx (before they 
went commercial), Oak Ridge Boys, ZZ 
Top (before they grew beards), Petra, Phil­
lip Glass, Peter Tosh (before he smoked 
ganja), King Crimson (before they went 
commercial), Aerosmith, Village People, 
Menudo, and Ella Fitzgerald (before she 
smoked ganja). 
Vista—That's quite a list. Mama Jeffer­
son, off your group's new LP, Let It Be, 
what would you say your favorite cut is? 
Mama Jefferson—Gee, thatsa tuffa one. 
Ida hafta say itsa "Mama Boomerang 
(Back for More)" because I perform an 11 
minute tamborine solo, whicha I believe is 
the highlight ofa my career. 
Vista—Wow, an 11 minute tamborine 
solo. You must know quite a lot of tech­
niques in playing tamborines. 
Mama Jefferson—No, not really. 
Vista—What's ahead in your careers? 
"Safety-pin"—Well, MTV will be taping 
the USD shows to be aired over three con­
secutive Sunday evenings in October. 
We're pretty excited about it, but we're 
not letting it go to our heads. We've re­
ceived some movie offers, but the right 
script hasn't come along yet. Until then 
we'll be living the rock and roll dream. 
You can expect that at our upcoming 
USD shows a good time will be had by all. 
The following are a list of the 
groups' top ten favorite albums of all 
time: 
1. Linda Rondstadt-Lwsh Life 
2. ZZTop-TresHombres 
3. Led Zeppelin IV 
4. Orchestra Manoeuvers in the 
Dark -Dazzle Ships 
5. The Beatles-Let It Be 
6. The Beatles-Revolver 
7. The B52's-Mesopotamia 
8. King Crimson-Larks Tongues in 
Aspic 
9. Willie Nelson-Stardust 
10. Toni Basil-Word of Mouth 
. .. and anything by Dexy's Mid­
night Runners. 
Celebs Raise Money & Hopes For 3rd World 
By Naira Snilloc 
and Paul Hudson 
Staff Valets 
Joining the ever growing number of ce­
lebrity charity organizations is Celebrities 
Asking for Some Help (CASH). Many of 
the participating celebrities include Anson 
Williams, Andy Williams, John Williams, 
Paul Williams, William Shatner, Bob Den­
ver, John Denver, Denver Pyle, John El-
Way, Lee Meriwether, Lee Majors, Lee Tre-
vino, Lee Iacocca, Brenda Lee, Sara Lee, 
Florence Henderson, Shirley Jones, Barba­
ra Billingsly, Tom Bosley, David Doyle, 
Phoebe Cates, Betsy Russell, Brooke 
Shields, Shields and Yarnell, Sonny and 
Cher, Captain and Tenielle, Bill Bixby 
and Adam Ant. 
All of these famous people gathered to­
gether along with their husbands, wives, 
and aerobic instructors for one unforgetta­
ble afternoon at the Hollywood Tropicana 
Mud Wrestling Palace in the 1st Annual 
Celebrity Tupperware Extravaganza. The 
fundraiser was organized to help raise 
money for the construction of five- and 
six-story parking structures to be built in 
the numerous third world countries that 
exist without such vital and impressive 
concrete facilities. 
Lee Iacocca began the fundraising ven­
ture with his "Buy a van, get a parking 
space" campaign which achieved only 
lukewarm success in the financially crippl­
ed countries. 
"I thought it would be a big hit," recall­
ed Iacocca. "But the GNP input/output 
slowed along with fluctuations in the im­
port/export tarrifs. The true tragedy of 
this situation, of course, is that it's made 
me look like a fool!" 
A new chairperson was elected to try to 
create a more successful fundraising cam­
paign. Pia Zadora was a unanimous 
choice. "The whole concept for this Tup­
perware thing," said Pia Zadora, grinning, 
"came to me while I was watching our 
housekeeper clean out our 3,000-cubic-
foot walk-in refrigerator. I said to myself, 
'Self, look at all that Tupperware.' And 
then it hit me! Celebrities and Tupper­
ware are synonymous, like phone and 
book. Why not throw the biggest Tupper­
ware party anyone's ever seen or heard of 
in this whole big, beautiful world of ours? 
So I called all my celebrity-type friends, 
and they called up their friends, and so 
on, and so on, and so on. .. Before we 
knew it, we had more Tupperware than 
we could shake a stick at." 
Saturday, March 26 was when it all 
came together at the Hollywood Tropi­
cana Mud Wrestling Palace where the first 
item, a lovely 1968 matreuse 8-inch casse­
role container once owned by Jack Lord of 
Hawaii Five-O fame was sold to a Pasadena 
couple for a whopping $26,496. But, as it 
turned out, that was just the beginning. A 
sealable fruit cup still containing remnants 
from one of Charlton Heston's hors 
d'oeuvre trays went to a collector who 
wished to remain anonymous for the as­
tronomical sum of $2.7 million. 
Pia Zadora was asked as to why the 
money would be spent for five- and six-
story peeking garages in countries that 
don't have roads, freeways, or automobile 
traffic large enough to accommodate the 
structures, let alone enough food to sur­
vive on. "Well, you have to start some­
where," she said. "Besides, just look 
around you. A good time is being had by 
all." 
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SPURTS 
Torero Name Out: Gemsboks or Chicken Parts? 
gems-bok (gemz'bok'). n.,  
pi .  -boks, (esp.  collect ively)  
-bok. a large antelope, Oryx 
gazella, of southern Africa, 
having long, straight horns 
and a long, tufted tail. [< 
SAfrD < G Gemsbock male 
chamois.  See CHAMOIS,  BUCK 1 ]  
Gemsbok 
(4^ ft. high at 
shoulder; horns 3 




By Scoop Slomo 
Sporty Guy 
In a surprise announcement on Mon­
day, the University of San Diego finally 
disposed of the Torero mascot. Although 
a replacement has not yet been found, 
there are many suggestions, including 
Gemsboks, Chicken Parts and the notor­
ious Hostile Man. 
"We just got sick of people mispro­
nouncing and misspelling our team 
name," said USD Athletic Director Fr. 
Patrick Cahill. "We're looking for some­
thing fresh and different, without getting 
cute." 
Many pleas were made by the nearby, 
world-famous amusement attration Sea 
World, but most of them were a bit too 
cute for Cahill and the rest of the USD 
sports administration. "I just don't see 
painting a huge penguin on the side of the 
gym," said Cahill. "We did think about 
Shamus or Killer Whales, but we wanted 
to have some colors in the mascot. Not 
wimpy colors, mind you, but colors just 
the same." 
The letters and cards came pouring into 
the Sports Center office on Tuesday mor­
ning with various suggestions from all over 
the country. Although the Sports Center 
staff has been able to wade through about 
IM Corner 
half of them, they have been unable to 
read a single one. 
As of this moment, however, the top 
candidates are Gemsboks and Chicken 
Parts. Asked why these were even in con­
sideration, Cahill replied, "Well, they're 
not very cute, and they're quite colorful, 
both of them." 
"Needless to say, we have not made our 
final decision," added the USD AD. 
"Gemsboks (see photo, left) are 
graceful beasts," said Cahill, defending the 
prime candidate. "Besides, if we want £o 
get one to be a mascot for a football or 
basketball game, all we have to do is go 
over to the San Diego Zoo and grab one or 
two." 
As for the mysterious Chicken Parts, 
Cahill replied, "That was a suggestion that 
was made by the Wendy's people, who 
called us yesterday. I know it sounds 
strange, but this could mean new score­
boards, new blue and white striped uni­
forms, and free burgers for the teams. We 
also have a mascot set up for that one (see 
photo below left)." Ted Giannoulas re­
portedly turned down USD's offer. 
Apparently unimpressed and apathetic 
about the name game, basketball coach 
Hank Egan said, "Parts is parts and gem-
boks is gemboks." 
April Sports Wrap'Up 
Sign up your tiger 
taming team today! 
Well, it's that time of year again. The 
birds are chirping, the flowers are in 
bloom, and the sun is shining its beautiful 
rays upon us once more. It's springtime. 
What does that have to do with Intra-
murals, you ask? Well, not much. But it 
does go to show you how many sports and 
in how many seasons that IM Sports are 
offered here at USD. 
But enough of the senseless dribble, let's 
get to the action. Yes, it is once again time 
for the April Sports Wrap-up. Yay. 
$ jjc sje sjc jje 
There was of course no surprise in the 
Men's Softball championship, as Kern 
You Believe They're Still Playing 
handily defeated Sit On My Chair, 
Friend by a 13-5 score. The biggest mo­
ment of the game was the sky-rocketing 
shot hit by captain Mike Pacino, now col­
lecting Social Security despite leading the 
Kerns to their thirty-seventh straight title. 
The ball was caught by the catcher for the 
first out in the 4th inning, and the Kerns 
erupted in a fit of Geritol guzzling and 
walker waving, thus producing the game's 
biggest moment. 
In other Men's action, Contaminated 
Nuclear Waste edged out Tijuana 
Sewer Flow in a real stinker of a ball-
game, 1-0. Whew! Probably the most inter­
esting contest was played between Smoka 
Sigma and Two Beers and a Bong. No 
score was reported for the game, but both 
teams had a real good time. 
Once again, Achootzpah took the Co-
Rec Softball championship with a close 
8-6 defeat of Better Buy Some Books. 
This contest was highlighted by the post-
game party, in which the real meaning of 
Co-Rec was discovered. 
Moving to soccer, this championship 
game was a match of idealogies and an-
After a tough, two-overtime match, 
Quite a Few Amphibians took the title 
in a splash over Conservatives for Phil 
Donahue, 1-0. The Amphibians' web­
bed cleats were the determining factor, as 
the Missions field was flooded by con­
struction crews waiting to turn it into a 
parking lot. 
The big story in Men's Basketball this 
season has been the resurgence of Friday 
Morning at Carl's Jr., the one-time 
champs. Although they too had been 
deemed too old for IM sports, they show­
ed their flame-broiled bests in their romp­
ing of the Bouncing Czechs, 85-12. The 
Starr brothers, Famous and Super, led 
Carl's Jr. with 20 points apiece. 
In the B Division, it appears that cap­
tain PeeWee Rimshot was a bit premature 
in his predictions as Spread, Shoot, and 
Penetrate lost its big chance against Di­
vine Interlude, 69-56. Rimshot and his 
gang will get another crack at it against 
the Prepubescents. 
Finally, in Floor Hockey competition, 
Go Ahead, Make My Day took an ear­
ly lead in the standings with a tough vic­
tory over Blood, Sweat, and Snot. The 
hard-hitting action continued as Black 
Mother Derange defeated the Manson 
Family by a 3-1 margin. 
Of course, there are plenty of other in­
tramural sports that were not covered in 
this column. Their scores were 1-0, 300-
254, 66-65, and 7. Keep supporting your 
local IM teams! 
Name Rankings (these are for real, folks): 
1. Excriments 
2. Smouldering Remains 
3. Sit On my Base, Pitch 
4. Spread, Penetrate, and Shoot 
5. (tie) Up Your Asset$ and Liberals For 
Wally George 
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Entertainment 
Let's Party!!! and then some 
and White Party (ocean side) & Coat 
and Tie Party (bay side)—In my opi­
nion Mission Beach is the party 
capital of San Diego. Last semester, 
when my friends and I didn't know of 
any parties, we'd cruise down the 
alley along the ocean side and find as 
many as three or four parties. Where 
else can you do that? 
I had been told about the B/W par­
ty on MB's San Jose Ct. and came 
with some friends dressed appropri­
ately. Of course there are always those 
that cheat (blue jeans, brown jackets, 
etc.). There were two kegs, the second 
of which gave one young lady a nice 
shower when it was tapped. Cups cost 
a dollar, but several people beat the 
price by bringing their own cups. A 
neighbor (some old lady) kept coming 
over and asking people to stay off her 
walkway because the concrete might 
crack(?). Weird. 
I'd been to a party at this house 
before. One should get worried when 
one begins going to the same place for 
parties and one doesn't even know 
the host. 
A friend of mine went to my car 
that was parked over in the Santa 
Clara lot and returned with some in­
teresting news. It seems there was 
another party that was much larger 
than this one also on San Jose Ct., 
but on the bay side. We walked the 
two block distance and I found that 
this party was big, and there was a keg 
here also (too much foam, though). 
There was also a band that I couldn't 
hear too well because I didn't go in­
side. There were a lot of people outside 
so there seemed little need to venture 
into the beach dwelling. Besides, it 
was three bucks to go in ($2 with in­
vitation). I've become a bit spoiled. 
About a year ago I spent about $3 
every weekend to go to a party. 
This coat and tie party (ties were 
provided) was probably a State party. 
There's always the slight chance that 
it was a UCSD gathering, but few 
people looked Catholic so it wasn't 
another USD party. There were some 
USD students there, dressed in black 
and white, obviously mistaking this 
party for the one on the other side of 
Mission Beach. 
I should take a second here to men­
tion that many of the girls here were 
quite beautiful. A girl told me that 
there were a lot of good-looking guys 
there, so I'll take her word for it and 
pass that info on. But this doesn't 
hide the fact that I've been to better 
State parties. 
21 B-Day Party on Linda Vista—Next 
stop was USD territory. Although 
I've driven up and down Linda Vista 
many times, I've never been to a party 
on the street. This was a nice party, 
more comfortable than the last two. 
The keg here seemed to disappear a 
lot more quickly than it should have. 
Then again, maybe it was just my im­
agination. Remember, this was my 
fourth party. Pictures were taken of 
guests and MTV played on (I've never 
watched MTV on a black and white 
set before and somehow it's just not 
the same). 
The police showed up because of 
complaining neighbors (this was an 
apartment complex). Like I have said 
before, only the best parties are at­
tended by cops. 
I didn't go to any parties on Satur­
day night. There are several reasons 
for this: 1) I didn't know of any except 
the Hat and Room to Room Party. 2) I 
didn't get complimentary tickets to 
the Hat and Room to Room Party. 3) I 
was simply all partied out. 
Photo By Mike Gottlub 
People eat and are merry at the MBAC TG last Friday. 
By the Unknown Party Animal 
Well folks, your favorite partier real­
ly got into the festive mood Friday 
night when I went to four (count 'em), 
four parties. 
USD/MBAC "Friday in the Sun" TG 
—A lot of the MBAC Days of the re­
cent past have been disappointing 
because of low turnouts. So perhaps 
the answer to this problem is not to 
have any for a long while. Last 
Friday's MBAC TG (the first since 
fall) was a terrific success. There 
wasn't much that was different about 
this one than others of the past. 
There was free food (hamburgers and 
Butterfingers) and soft drinks (Coke, 
Diet Coke, etc.). Most people brought 
their own refreshments. Activities in­
clude volleyball, dancing to music 
played by a DJ, and the usual water 
sports. 
This was Barry O'Brien's first 
MBAC Day as Social Chairman and 
he did a commendable job even 
though he seemed a bit disappointed 
that he didn't have enough money in 
his budget to serve beer, and he's not 
allowed to sell it. He said something 
about paying for the beer himself. 
Good idea! Can I quote you on that, 
Barry? 
The Dual Parties @ San Jose Ct.: Black 
Album Review 
'Alf Moyet's Solo 
S.D. Mime Comes Home 
By Dawn Gallegher 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
Alison Moyet's solo album, Alf is an ex­
tremely powerful and emotional compila­
tion of lyrics and rhythm that could best 
be described as "overwhelming." With the 
help of producers Tony Swain and Steve 
Jolley (Jolley also did some backing 
vocals), the sound is good but it is the in­
tensity of Alison's strong and vibrant 
voice that glides from one song to the 
next, leaving the listener completely en­
thralled. She sings of love and pain as if 
they are synonymous (which they some­
times are); and she does it with such con­
viction that one must believe the words 
she sings are coming directly from her 
heart. 
Alison Moyet was originally the other 
half of the group, Yazoo, along with ex-
Depeche Mode member, Vince Clark 
(who later went on to form The 
Assembly). While the upbeat sound of Yaz 
was a favorite among dance club-goers, 
Alison's debut project has a more down-
to-earth sound. Her warm bluesy voice is 
combined with a '70s Motown influence 
and a beat that is definitely that of the 
'80s. While she was with Yaz, her voice 
was just a compliment to Clark's syn­
thesized ingenuity, but in Alf she clearly 
demonstrates strength and intensity that 
is not found in many female rock vocalists 
of today. Actually, aisde from the Top 40 
female singers, there are only two that 
come to mind: Siouxee of Siouxee &. The 
Banshees and Pretenders' Chrissie Hynde. 
Even then, Alison Moyet is now a solo ar­
tist and displays much more vigor and 
emotion that the other two. Songs such as 
"All Cried Out," "Love Resurrection," 
and "Invisible" are all clear examples. All 
three of these have been released as singles 
and are doing great in receiving airplay 
and in sales. What is even more aston­
ishing is that the album itself was only 
available on import for the past four mon­
ths, and even then sold tremendously 
well. It was finally domestically released 
last Monday, and is a long-awaited de­
light. Overall, enough good cannot be said 
about the album and the singer herself. 
Rating A + 
Trent is a Treat 
By Pablo Mendoza 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
Last Thursday, the students seated in 
Camino Theatre awaited the start of an 
unusual show. Monie Captan, ASB Cul­
tural Arts Director, had brought Trent 
Arterberry back to his native San Diego. 
Arterberry is a nationally recognized 
mime performer who is part of the Na­
tional Mime Academy of Boston. His act 
brought USD much enjoyment by demon­
strating many facets of life. 
Arterberry is one of the best mime per­
formers in the nation. Beginning in San 
Diego in 1970, he has established himself 
as one of the most innovative artists of 
this genre. In 1972 he moved to Boston 
with his wife and partner, Melodie, to join 
the National Mime Academy. Here, he re­
fined his expression and within four years 
became one of the soloists of the troupe. 
In 1976 he started solo tours around the 
U.S. 
USD was given the honor of being Ar­
terberry's premier showing in his native 
town. His act was thought-provoking and 
fun-filled. He touched upon such subjects 
as a dad babysitting and a dinner for two. 
Arterberry touched political nerves also. 
Bill Burns was particularly impressed with 
the "War Sequence," because it showed 
man's evolution in war from prehistoric 
man to the button being pushed. He gave 
different perspectives for the audience to 
ponder. "I never imagined birth from an 
infant's point of view," commented Sean 
Cunneen after the "birth sequence." 
Arterberry's performance captivated the 
audience. 
Tent Arterberry gave USD an enjoyable 
evening of mime. He showed all who at­
tended that life is wonderful in many 
ways. All one had to do is stop and look. 
The best way to convey whether or not 
this message was taken by USD is in what 
Arterberry received at the end of the 
show. He received a standing ovation. 
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Sigma Chi 
Derby Days A Success 
The excitement of Sigma Chi's first Der­
by Days heightened all week long and 
climaxed with Alpha Delta Pi taking 
honors and trophy as overall winner and 
Gamma Phi Beta taking the "Spirit 
Award." Derby Days began with opening 
ceremonies and a day of zany field games. 
The six Derby Darlings were escorted by 
the judges and presented with flowers. 
Katherine Farrand, representing the 
Crossroads team, was named Derby 
Queen, reigning over the entire event. 
The field games were a blast! The favorite 
was the egg drop with many coaches 
emerging yolk-covered. 
Skating events took place Thursday 
afternoon at Skateworld and some real 
pros were seen on the rink. Later that 
night Camino Theatre was the next best 
thing to a Broadway musical. The hil­
arious skits were presented by each team 
to a large crowd. Creativity was definitely 
the key to the winning skit presented by 
ADPi, a rendition of "All in the Family" 
and well known TV commercials. 
Founder's skit, the Dating Game, took 
2nd. Nena! Nena! Crossroads took 3rd 
with "Bridget Goes to USD." What cute 
roommates! FRIDAY!! The DAY of the 
Derby "Chase." Boy were you girls out for 
points. Many crushed derbies were turned 
in. The poster judging was also Friday. 
ZTA took 1st with a poster depicting the 
"Hollywood" sign and John Wayne, 
Sigma Chi's most famous brother. The ex­
citement of Derby Days continued at the 
MBAC (great job Barry) as many bribes 
were occurring to obtain judges' derbies. 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Thanks to Sigs 
A BIG THANK YOU to Sigma Chi 
fraternity and especially to our coaches: 
Pat Kelley, Tom Crist, Bob Millicci and 
Greg Levi. Thanks, Sigma Chi, for giving 
us the chance to be a part of Theta Lamb­
da's first Derby Days. We had a blast! A 
special thanks to our coaches for their un­
ending support; you guys are the BEST! 
Pat, were you able to get all of the egg out 
of your shirt? Tom, tell Edith we hope she 
can change the channel again for us some­
day soon. To our big brothers, thanks a 
lot for your encouragement. Congratula­
tions to Katherine Farrand who was 
selected the 1985 Derby Queen and to the 
rest of the teams who helped make it a 
most memorable experience. Also, con­
gratulations to Gamma Phi Beta for win­
ning the spirit award. Hopefully, last week 
enhanced friendships and helped to show 
true Greek spirit among the sororities. 
We started our week off right with a pot 
luck dinner at President Mary Francis' 
apartment for all new and outgoing of­
ficers. It was a chance to get together, 
learn about our new responsibilities and 
have a terrific, home-cooked meal. 
Last week Alpha Delta Pi also attended 
the Rape Awareness Lecture that was co-
sponsored by Panhellenic. It was an op­
portunity to gain insight and knowledge 
about the realities of rape. 
A special congratulations to Kim Kum-
mler for her fine performance last week­
end in the one-act play, "Vanities." 
Once again, thank you, Sigma Chi and 




The highlight of this week has to be pin­
pointed by the Sigma Pi Brotherhood 
Retreat which took place last Friday and 
Saturday in Julian. As Sigma Pi has grown 
to a size of 92 members, there has been a 
concern that Sigma Pi would suffer a loss 
in the inter-personal aspect between 
brothers, which is the very basis of a fra­
ternity. However, the retreat helped our 
brothers to re-evaluate their individual 
role in the fraternity and the direction of 
Sigma Pi as a whole. Thanks go out to 
Dave Culp for organizing the retreat and 
to John Trifilletti for ensuring the 
The "Greek Voice" section exists 
for the purpose of allowing each in­
dividual Greek organization to ex 
press ideas, publicize events, and 
communicate with the rest of the 
community. Opinions expressed in 
the articles represent those of the 
fraternity/sorority for which the ar­
ticle is named. These opinions do 
not necessarily represent those of 
the VISTA staff or editors. 
retreatees did not get out of hand. 
This close-knit brotherhood of ours has 
made our intramural program become a 
much more enjoyable part of Sigma Pi. 
Our Pi Two Floor Hockey team is still roll­
ing along, and Whitley finally put a few in 
the net. Pi Three had an impressive win 
over the Sigma Chi pledge class, as Dome 
and Redelsperger both tore up the floor. 
In softball, the Pi program ends with a 
note of disappointment. Pi One lost in the 
first round of the playoffs, eliminating 
them from further competition and A 
Slice of Pi was similarly beaten. We would 
like to let the members of the teams know 
that Sigma Pi was proud to have you rep­
resenting us on the field. And to Stuart 
Clark (Kerns), Joe Bartel, Chris Rossi and 
Brogan (NROTC), good luck to you in the 
rest of the playoffs. 
Finally, the Sigma Pi Escort Service has 
once again turned on its lights and has 
started service on week nights between 
9:00 p.m. and midnight. The number to 
obtain the service is 260-4600 (ext. 4274). 
Remember, "No walk is too long, no foe is 
too strong, no request is denied!" 
Founders was the lucky team acquiring 
Paul Biane's valuable white derby. A party 
for the participants took place Friday 
night and closing ceremonies were Satur­
day afternoon at Bonita Cove. WE HOPE 
EVERYONE ENJOYED THETA LAMB­
DA'S FIRST DERBY DAYS!!! 
The brothers of Sigma Chi extend the 
warmest of thanks, especially to all the 
girls participating from ADPi, ZTA, Gam­
ma Phi Beta, Camino, Founders, and the 
Missions. Hope the week wasn't too ex­
hausting. Your spirit brought together 
many people for a good cause, hopefully 
beginning new friendships, and uniting 
USD students. 
Special congratulations to Paul Biane, 
Derby Daddy, the judges and all the 
coaches for the work involved with such 
an event. With the help of all brothers the 
event was successful. Are the coaches' ears 
still ringing with all those cheers? More 
thanks to the USD community for sup­
porting us, the USD Administra­
tion—especially Gaye Soroka of Student 
Affairs—the fraternities, advertisers and 
sponsors. Overall, DERBY DAYS was 
very eventful and enjoyable. Again, 
thanks to everyone for your participation! 
Little Sigmas/Sisters: Hope you enjoyed 
the barrel of fun Wednesday at the Jetty as 
well as the Easter Bunny Surprise today. 
Who was that bunny, a Sig? 
Happy Easter! 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Show Held 
Phi Kappa Theta is preparing for the 
1985 "Air Band Talent Show" to be held 
on April 27 in Camino Theatre. The show 
will take on a new twist this year in which 
contestants will lip-sync a song or dialogue 
of their favorite band or comedian. It will 
be an incredible evening so mark your 
calendars now to be sure you don't make 
other plans. All those interested in audi­
tioning for the show can pick up applica­
tions in the ASB office. 
Last Wednesday the brothers of Phi 
Kappa Theta were treated to an awesome 
study break given by their little sisters. It 
was great to see all you ladies there and we 
hope to do it again soon. And to those 
brave souls who continued the "Break" at 
the airport, thanks, it was a total blast! 
Brothers and Little Sisters, get your 
tickets quick for the Disneyland trip on 
April 13. We can take only so many on 
the bus so you'll have to buy them early. 
Contact Frank Plant or Anthony Todora 
for more details. 
Congratulations are in order for Sigma 
Chi's outstanding "Derby Days." The 
events were well-organized and provided a 
lot of fun for everyone. We'll be looking 
forward to Derby Days again next year. 
Again, congratulations. 
Phi Kappa Theta would like to thank 
everyone at USD who supported our little 
pledges last week in their efforts to raise 
money through a bake sale. 
Take Off On 
A High-Flying 
Career As 
A Flight Officer 
Be part of the Navy aviation team—a Naval Flight Officer. As a 
flight officer, you'll be responsible for controlling complex, on-board 
weapons and navigation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. As 
a flight officer, you'll be given advanced technical training. You'll 
gain early responsibility. And you'll have the chance for worldwide 
travel. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer 
graduates may inquire). Applicants must be no more than 29 years 
old and have vision correctible to 20/20. Relocation required. Ap­
plicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations and qualify 
for security clearance. U.S. citizenship required. 
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned annual 
vacation. Medical/dental/low-cost life insurance coverage and other 
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Promotion pro­
gram included. 
PROCEDURE: Send resume to, or call: Naval Management Pro­
grams. 
NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT 
BLDG. 335 
NAVAL TRAINING CENTER 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92133 
• PHONE TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-6289 
Navy  Of f i c e r s  G e t  Respons ib i l i t y  Fas t .  
Sports 
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On and Off Toreros 
Have Winning Week 
By Jon Alan Lee 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
Last week's winning record was the se­
cond in a row for the Torero baseballers, 
as the club went three and two against fine 
competition. Following two lackluster de­
feats, the success of the hitters in the top 
of the lineup was joined by the heroics of a 
couple of unsung pitchers in lifting the 
potentially solid USD to three straight 
wins to close out the week. The Jekyll and 
Hide Toreros are now carrying a respect­
able 12-18-1 record going into the second 
half of the season. 
In the first two games of the week, losses 
to Portland and Eastern Connecticut, 
Coach Cunningham felt the team played 
below its capabilities. "We had our 
chances to win both games, but our enig­
ma throughout the year of playing flat 
wouldn't allow it." Portland, a strong 
team, withstood four hits by Robbie 
Rogers, three by Paul Van Stone, and a 
tater by Sean Baron in winning 10-5 on 
Tuesday. 
Two days later, E. Connecticut blew 
USD out 11-2 as only three hits were 
credited to Torero batters. That was the 
"bad" Toreros. 
Next up was Western New Mexico, who 
cruised into town sporting a 20-7 record 
and limped out at 20-10 after the "good" 
USD team was through with them. The 
first game, on Friday, was a nail-biting 3-2 
contest won on the heels of Greg Ber-
trand's complete game pitching perform­
ance. The workhorse of the pitching corps 
surrendered only five hits while striking 
out seven. Baron had a big two-run single, 
but Mark Trafton had the gamer with his 
RBI double in the fifth. 
On Saturday, the Toreros received a 
shot in the arm as two unlikely pitchers 
threw impressive complete game victories 
to power USD's sweep of a double dip by 
the counts of 7-1 and 7-1. Tom Sizer threw 
the first gem, a magnificent four hitter 
with no walks. Van Stone's two-run triple 
capped off USD's six-run fifth inning. 
The second game was Mike David's, as 
the junior gave up only seven hits and two 
walks. Offensive support was provided 
again by Van Stone—4 RBI, who slapped 
a big two-run single in the decisive fourth. 
David Jacas—two hits and two runs, and 
Rogers—three hits and two runs, set up 
Van Stone's heroics, as they've been do­
ing in most of the recent victories. 
"This has been an interesting season," 
said Cunningham. "We've been hot and 
cold, and we're hot right now, thanks to 
two guys who hadn't done anything all 
year and an experienced senior. Sizer 
pitched an unbelievable game in facing 23 
batters in his seven inning game, David 
also had a complete game, and Van Stone 
has really responded to hitting in the third 
spot. He has a bundle of crucial hits, he 
leads the team in RBI's, and he's really hit­
ting the ball hard." 
With Jacas and Rogers getting on base 
for. Van Stone and Baron to knock in, the 
hitting is in good shape. However, the 
pitching and catching could be receiving a 
facelift after Saturday's doubleheader. 
Sizer and David are knocking on the door 
to be starters after their fine outings. 
Much of the credit for their success 
could be placed with the Toreros' latest 
line in catchers, Dan Echeveste. The little 
guy from Tempe, Arizona called excellent 
games, and also played great defense and 
got a couple of solid hits. Most everyone is 
getting a shot at playing, and the competi­
tion for starting jobs is heating up. 
Last week's hitting stars, Van Stone 
(.471 8RBI) and Rogers (.533, 6 runs), lead 
the charging Toreros into battle at home 
on Friday against Loyola Marymount and 
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Torero pitcher Mark Hawblitzel shows his pitching stride in a recent game. 
He is 2-0 against WCAC foes this year. 
Toreros Take 3 of 4 
By Tom Hoey 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
The Women's Softball Team continues 
to play well as they won 3 out of 4 games 
on the road. On Friday, the Toreras trav­
eled to Loyola Marymount and swept a 
pair from the hosts by the scores of 8-2 
and 3-0. 
In the first game, ace pitcher Diane 
Romo led the way with a 5 hitter in route 
to her 2nd victory of the year. Debbie 
Waynick went 3 for 4 including two triples 
and an RBI to lead the offensive attack. 
Mary Jo Gallina had 3 hits and an RBI 
and Kathy Whitacker was 2 for 4 with an 
RBI to help USD to victory. 
This game marked the return of 1983 
MVP Mary Stanbra. Stanbra, who also 
plays basketball, contributed with 1 hit 
and an RBI. She was the starting pitcher 
in the second game. Her two year layoff 
did not seem to affect her as she hurled a 5 
hitter for the victorious Toreras. "She did 
an excellent job considering she hasn't 
pitched in nearly two years," said a 
pleased coach Kevin McGary. 
Jamie Fejoo and Linda Anderson each 
had an RBI and Katie O'Keefe scored a 
run for the Toreras. 
As was the case last week against Mary­
mount, the Toreras ran with reckless 
abandon along the basepaths stealing a 
total of 15 bases in the two games. 
On Saturday, USD traveled to Whittier 
and split a doubleheader. The Toreras suf­
fered a tough 4-3 loss in the opener. USD 
was leading 3-2 in the bottom of the 7th 
inning with two outs. Whittier had run­
ners on second and third with their clean­
up hitter coming to the plate. Coach 
McGarry decided to relieve Romo with 
Stanbra and have her pitch around their 
number 4 batter. 
The strategy backfired as the next batter 
up singled in two runs to give Whittier the 
victory. "Their number 5 hitter hadn't 
done anything all day and then she comes 
up and knocks in 2 runs to win the game," 
sighed McGarry. 
Supplying the offensive punch for the 
Toreras were Waynick (2 hits), Fejoo (dou­
ble), and Bridget Smith who hit a tower­
ing homerun. 
The second game lasted 10 innings 
before the Toreras emerged with a 9-8 win. 
USD jumped out to a 4-0 lead in the first 
inning. Then starting pitcher Stanbra got 
into some trouble. Sandy Sanchez came 
on and pitched % of the 4th and walked 3 
batters. Then Natalie Quaratino com­
pleted the inning but not before she also 
walked 3 batters. 
An exhausted Romo pitched the last 6 
innings of the game giving up five hits and 
walking only two. "Her control was much 
better," said McGarry. 
Gallina had a good day at the plate as 
she went 3 for 5 with an RBI. Pinch run­
ner Anne Martin scored the game win­
ning run in the 10th as she collided with 
the Whittier catcher and knocked the ball 
free. 
USD is now 2-2 in conference and tied 
for first place. Overall the Toreras are 6-10 
and McGarry seems pleased. "Our defense 
is playing well and winning 3 out of 4 on 
the road is always nice. The conference is 
very balanced and I think we have a good 
chance." 
The Toreras hosted Christ College on 
Monday, March 25th, and then are off 
until April 12th. 
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Crews to Spend Vacation at Mission Bay 
The Men's Varsity boat shows determination in their stroke at Mission Bay. 
They will be competing in the 13th Annual Crew Classic April 6. 
IM Corner 
Spigot Looks Best 
in Hoops 
THE WEEK OF MAR 18-20 
Basketball playoffs will start the Tues­
day after Easter break. However, unless 
something changes drastically, Jim Kelly 
might as well pick up the T-shirts for 
Thursday Night at the Spigot now. 
There doesn't appear to be a team that 
can touch them. Constant Accelera­
tion tried for the fifth time last week, and 
the result was the same as the other four. 
Bill Penfold scored 25 points and Mark 
Kelly added 24 in the 86-64 rout. The #1 
ranked team is simply too strong. With 
Penfold, Mike Fowlkes, Doug Fernandez, 
and John Davis, their front line matches 
up with anyone's. With the Kelly brothers 
in the back court, they have guards that 
are second to none. 
The team given the best shot at upset­
ting Thursday Night at the Spigot re­
mained undefeated last week with a hard 
fought 66-61 victory over Black 
Shadow. Kern of the Court ran their 
record to 4-0 and any team with Mike 
Whitmarsh on it has to be considered a 
contender. However, it is debatable 
whether Rob Craig and Dave Thomas will 
be able to rebound with The Spigot, or 
wether J.D.Kukasin, John Dannemiller 
and Mike Pacino will be able to stay with 
the Kellys. Time will certainly answer 
those questions. 
The dark horse in A league is definitely 
The Kids. John Schlegel's team ran their 
record to 3-1 with an 82-60 victory over 
Strawberry Jam. Their front line of 
Schlegel, Bill Polimadei, and Bob Bar­
tholomew is certainly as good as any. Like 
many other teams, however, their ques­
tion mark is in the back court. Black 
Shadow and Stinky Fingers round out 
the playoff contingent. Both these ball 
clubs know where the basket is, and each 
have had their share of good games. How­
ever, it doesn't appear that either have the 
size up front necessary to win it all. 
The B league playoffs figure to be a wide 
open affair. No less than eleven teams 
were in the running for a playoff spot at 
the start of this week. Five of them are 
now disappointed. When it is all over, it 
may just be the Blazers that are wearing 
the biggest smiles (and T-shirts). Although 
only ranked #2, John Wineland's team is 
the only one in this league that consistent­
ly plays above the rim. Their 44-36 victory 
over Set, Shoot, the Dribble proved 
that they are ready for the big competi­
tion. The top ranked team, Drunk, 
Stuffed and Tired proved that they can 
win even when not playing their best. 
Chemical Dependence had a lead on 
them throughout much of the game, but 
Dan Geiger's team came through with the 
clutch 54-53 victory. The "hot" teams of 
the moment are Ducks III, Little 
Kings, and Hot Shots. The Ducks III 
knocked off the previously #1 ranked 
team, Go! Nads II 40-30. The next night, 
it was the Little Kings that did the same, 
this time by a score of 41-39. These games 
left the three teams in a tight race for two 
playoff spots. Who ever earns them figures 
to be a serious championship threat. What 
about the Hot Shots? Another team that 
was once ranked at the top has rebounded 
strongly from an early season loss. The 
roll continued last week with an im­
pressive 70-44 victory over Phi Kappa 
Slama Jama. This loss seriously dampen­
ed the hopes of Marty Holbus' team, but 
certainly put the stamp of contender on 
the Hot Shots. 
THE RANKINGS 
(as of 3-24-85) 
A LEAGUE 
1. Thursday Night at the Spigot 4-0 
2. Kern of the Court 4-0 
3. The Kids 3-1 
4. Constant Acceleration 2-3 
5. Stinky Fingers 2-3 
B LEAGUE 
1. Drunk, Stuffed, and Tired 4-0 
2. Blazers 4-0 
3. Hot Shots 3-1 
4. Ducks III 4-1 
5. Set, Shoot, the Dribble 3-1 
By John Schlegel 
Spor ts  Edi tor  
While most USD students will be off in 
Palm Springs, San Felipe and other distant 
vacation places next week, there is a group 
of Alcala Parkers that will travel only a 
mile or two down to Mission Bay. 
That special group is the rowers of USD, 
and on Saturday, April 6, they will be 
competing in the 13th Annual San Diego 
Crew Classic, to be held at Bahia Point 
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
"It's really the major non-championship 
rowing event in the country," said Duke 
Robinson, the Women's Crew Coach. 
"There are 30 races during the day with 
up to seven crews in some of them," said 
Joe Flohr, the Men's Coach."You'll never 
see as much rowing as you can see in the 
Crew Classic." 
Both crews will be vying for the Califor­
nia Cup next Saturday. The varsity men 
will be competing against such schools as 
UC-Irvine, UC-Davis, UCSD and USC. 
"Irvine has to be favored to win it right 
now. They're moving a little bit faster 
than anyone else," said Flohr. "I'd be 
disappointed with anything less than se­
cond or third for our team, but that 
doesn't mean that I don't think we can 
catch Irvine." 
While those schools compete for the 
California Cup, some of the best teams in 
the country will be competing for the 
Copley Cup. Washington, Cal, UCLA 
and other traditionally powerful teams 
will be racing in that division. "Most of 
those programs have been going for a long 
time, some for more than 100 years," said 
Flohr. USD's program started up in 1978. 
The men's JV and Freshman teams will 
be rowing against the big schools at the 
Classic. "The JV event will have some 
teams that will be able to go faster than 
our varsity," said Coach Flohr. "But the 
Freshman team has done really well this 
year. They're just dynamite. They're like a 
bunch of big puppies—they get really ex­
cited out there." 
"They're physically larger than the var­
sity, and on some days they're able to 
challenge them. That's a very healthy situ-
tion for us because you have to be able to 
push yourself every day." 
The women's crews, Varsity and Novice, 
will be pushing themselves on Saturday 
against SDSU and Long Beach State, among 
others. "It's a big event for us," said Coach 
Robinson. "We have to look at it as if it 
were an out of town event, because the 
rowers tend not to really grasp the 
significance of the event otherwise. 
Similar to the men's event, there will be 
two cups awarded: the Whittier Cup, for 
the larger schools, and the California 
Cup, which the USD crew will be com­
peting for. "We expect to make the finals 
and be in the top four boats at the finish," 
Robinson said. 
"I'd like the crew to row better than 
they have so far this season. They're 
young and haven't worked together that 
much," Robinson said. "I'm looking for 
the team to get much better as the year 
goes along." 
IM Soccer Playoffs 
This Year's Champs closed the 
regular season as they began it with the 
number 1 ranking in the school. By de­
feating The Independents by a 6-2 
score, they upped their record to 5-0. Bob 
Lozzi led This Year's Champs to their 
league title by scoring three fine goals. 
Also Mary Timmons and Roberta Gold­
man had good games for the winners. 
In other action, Several Fish and the 
Terminators played to a 0-0 tie. Both 
sides missed easy opportunities to win this 
game. Darren Berger, the Terminators' 
strong central defender looked very im­
pressive as he continually beat the oppos­
ing forwards to the ball. Indeed this was a 
defensive game as Several Fish defender 
Mike Gagliano looked equally impressive 
in the scoreless tie. Both these teams 
finished the season undefeated, but on the 
basis of better goal differential, Several 
Fish was awarded their league title. 
The intramural department would like 
to congratulate the six teams that qualified 
for the playoffs which will begin Sunday, 
April 14. 
1. This Year's Champs 
2. Several Fish 
3. Terminators 
4. Jelly Donuts and Beer 
5. Learned Foot 
6. Independents 
S T U D Y  I N  E N G L A N D  
A single semester 
that will permanently change 
your way of thinking 
The Institute for  American Universities in Canterbury offers a unique 
programme of demanding, personalised instruction in liberal arts 
subjects. 
Try it It'll permanently change your way of thinking. 
For information, write to the Institute for American Universities. 73 
Castle Street Canterbury CT1 2QD, or see your campus study-abroad 
advisor. 
Sports 
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Torero Netters Go 2 for 5 
The Torero tennis team won a pair and 
lost three dual matches last week to make 
their team record 19-16. 
On Monday the team played host to 
Northwestern, winning by a narrow mar­
gin of 5-4. Chris Smith, Patrik Sundh and 
Rick Matheson gave the Toreros a split in 
singles. In doubles the teams of Maris 
Luters and Alejandro Ramos and Doug 
Bradley and Curtis Dadian clinched the 
team win. 
Tuesday USD entertained Yale but 
didn't enjoy the party as they lost an ex­
citing 6-3 match. Ramos and Smith won 
singles matches and the team of Luters 
and Ramos won a doubles match. The 
Toreros lost the remaining matches by 
close scores. 
On Friday the netters traveled to Irvine 
to participate in the Anteater Collegiate 
Classic, a 16-team dual-match tourna­
ment. 
In the first round USD was over­
whelmed by Utah, the WAC's #1 team, by 
a score of 8-1. In second round play, USD 
played roughhouse with West Texas State, 
beating them 8-0 and not losing a set. 
In the semis of the consolation USD lost 
a tough one to Princeton. Again the teams 
split the singles (McNamee, Smith and 
Sundh won), but this time the doubles' 
duos failed to pull off a win. Only Smith 
and Dadian won to make the score 5-4. 
* A • 
The highlight of this trip was the con­
tinuing winning play of freshman Chris 
Smith, who won 5 of 6 matches, and 
upped his singles record to 23-6, best on 
the team. 
Casual. Comfortable  ̂
Californian. 
Precision style cuts for women $13 (reg. $18) 
Precision style cuts for men $10 (reg. $15) 
Directional perms $25 (reg. $40) 
Manicure & pedicure $15 (reg. $28) 
Cellopane $15 (reg. $25) 
Vi Leg wax special $12 (reg. $15) 
Tips and acrylics on wraps $15 off 
Manicure and pedicure combo $5 off 
Facial $28 (reg. $25) 
Body Wrap $35 (reg. $45) 
Specialists in black hair 
Specials good with ad with selected stylists. Expires March 28, 1985 
ELIAS HAIR DESIGN 
A FULL SERVICE SALON 
7608 Linda Vista Rd (Mesa College Drive & I63| 268-8865 
New salon (formerly La Jolla Cutting Co) 737 Pearl St.. La Jolla 456-1170 
Sportstalk 
Eastern Hoops Horror Show 
By John Schlegel 
Sports Editor 
In the old days, college basketball was like a Western movie, with Wooden and 
his gang from Westwood dominating the scene. 
Looking at this year's NCAA tournament, it seems like more of a horror flick, 
with the ever-looming BIG EAST (sounds frightening, doesn't it?) leading the 
bloody trail. 
Of the final sixteen teams, there were only two that would be considered 
Western schools, UNLV and UTEP. And the final eight had only one team, 
Oklahoma, from west of the Mississippi. 
Meanwhile, the Big East by itself had five of its six tournament teams make it to 
the final sixteen. With an unprecedented three teams in the Final Four, George­
town, St. John's and Villanova, this conference is proving to be the national 
powerhouse in only its sixth year of existance. 
In the words of Count Floyd, "Ooooooo, Sca-a-a-ry, kids!" 
Forget King Kong and Godzilla, Patrick Ewing is a new kind of monster out on the 
court. He can brutally murder opponents on offense, and then come down the 
other end of the court and annihilate them with vicious swats, imprinting 
"Spalding" on many horrified faces. 
Of course, the other feature on Monster Chiller Horror Theater is "3-D House 
of Sweaters," starring Looooie Carnasecca and John Thompson. There are no 
other coaches in the country right now that you can stack up aginst these two. 
* * * * *  
And now, it's time for the sca-a-a-riest part of the program. . ."The Attack of 
the Schlegel Predictions." 
Georgetown vs. St. Johns.: This is the game that most people are sayng will be the 
real championship game. Well, if it is, then go ahead and crown the Hoyas. 
Although the Redmen beat Georgetown earlier this season, the Hoyas have won 
the last two meetings quite easily. The only way that St. John's could possibly 
come out ahead is if both Mullin and Berry have their best games of the year. 
Hoyas by 8. 
Villanova vs. Memphis State: Although my roommate from Philly will be rooting 
with all his heart for the Wildcats, the shoe just isn't going to fit on this 
Cinderella. Keith Lee proved on Saturday', against Oklahoma that he can play in 
the clutch, something he has always been knocked for. He hit six straight free 
throws in the end to ice the victory for the Tigers. Despite some experienced ball 
players of their own, Villanova doesn't have much of a chance. Tigers by 12. 
Georgetown vs. Memphis State: The Tigers are about the only team in the country 
capable of beating Georgetown, what with Lee and 7-footer Benford in there to 
counter Ewing. But I don't think it will be enough to stop this future franchise. A 
healthy Reggie Williams could be the difference between a Georgetown win and a 
blow-out. Hoyas by 10. 
DO YOU HAVE A SPECIAL INTEREST? 
If you and your friends have a special interest (besides girls or 
guys) in such areas as academics, goals or specific projects then 
maybe Special Interest Living is for you. 
SPECIAL INTEREST LIVING AREAS (SILA) are designed so that 
you and your colleagues can share similar interests and also 
have the opportunity to develop interpersonal and leadership 
skills. 
Applications for SPECIAL INTEREST LIVING AREAS are 
available now at the Housing Office, Mission Crossroads 
Building. For more information call 293-7391. 
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Advertisement 
FOR ALL YOU DO.. THIS 
BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU. 
1 Budweiser 
K I N G  O F  B E E R S  
Exciting Times In Men's Softball Playoffs 
Playoff action in the mens' Softball 
league got underway last Sunday. With 
few exceptions, each game provided the 
excitement, suspense, and/or unpredic­
tability worthy of a headline story. For ex­
ample, take the first game of the day: The 
game that wouldn't end. Sigma Chi went 
up against a very under-manned Excri-
ment ball club. As expected, Alex Lom-
bardo's team jumped out to an early 5-0 
lead. However, this was not to be a 
routine game. The Excriments battled 
back and took a 7-5 lead going to the bot­
tom of the fourth. Better make that 8-7 
Sigma Chi after the fourth. The Ex­
criments scored seven times in the fifth, 
but then so did Sigma Chi. The game 
was tied at 15 at the end of regulation. It 
was tied at 17 after ten innings. Only two 
line drive double plays kept the Ex­
criments alive that long. Finally in the 
bottom of the eleventh, nearly two hours 
after the game started, Will Creagan walk­
ed and Frank Miguel tipled him home to 
give Sigma Chi an 18-17 win. Whew! 
Things returned to normal for exactly 
one game. Let Them Eat Kern sent 
Sigma Chi to the losers' bracket, 12-3. 
Rick Hagan went three for four with four 
runs scored and Stuart Clark clouted a 
towering home run for the top seed. The 
first game of the day was most likely the 
longest in intramural history. The next 
game featured what was almost definitely 
the most dramatic comeback in a playoff 
game. Spurred on by Eddie Vido's two 
homeruns, the Phi Kap Bushmen led 
the 'D' Shrooms 7-0 after four innings. 
Then the "Shrooms" kicked in. Jim Kelly 
drove in a run to make it 7-1 after five. 
Four more runs crossed the plate in the 
sixth and the tying runs were on base 
when the third out was recorded. The Phi 
Kap Bushmen did not escape so easily in 
the seventh. Len Savallo and John Davis 
both singled and scored to tie the game. 
The 'D' Shrooms then loaded the bases 
with one out. Phil Spencer came through 
with a long fly ball and the comeback was 
complete. 
Next, the 'D' Shrooms took on Uncle 
No Surprises In 
Opening Rounds 
Last Sunday's co-rec softball playoffs 
provided fans with little in the way of sur­
prises. It is true that the Ball Bangers 
victory over Squeeze Play was somewhat 
of an upset. However, when it was all 
over, the top two teams had advanced and 
the others will be forced to come through 
the losers bracket when play resumes. 
Speaking of the upset, Squeeze Play 
had opened up an early 3-0 lead and had 
maintained it through four innings. Marc 
Thiebach and Laura Finn each scored in 
the fifth to cut the lead to 3-2. Howard 
Hill led off the sixth with a homerun to tie 
it up. By the time the inning was over, the 
Ball Bangers had a 5-3 lead. No more 
runs were scored. Howard Hill's team 
didn't fare quite as well against Better 
Buy the Case. John Tenuta, Dave 
Navarro, Tina Burke, and Carol Qwatan-
nens all singled in th'e first inning as Bet­
ter Buy the Case jumped out to a 3-0 
lead. Five more runs in the second inning 
effectively put this game out of reach. The 
Ball Bangers rallied to make it respec­
table, but still ended up on the short end 
of a 10-6 score. 
On the other side of the bracket, defense 
was the name of the game. In the opener, 
Zeta Tau Alpha defeated Up Your 
Asset$ 1-0. Ray Martin's two-out sixth 
inning triple drove home Debbie Martin 
with the only run of this exceptionally 
well played game. Despite the victory, 
Zeta Tau Alpha will join Up Your 
Asset$ in the losers' bracket. The #1 seed, 
Chutzpah made sure of that with their 
4-1 victory. Mike Pacino went 3 for 3 and 
Rick Hagan homered to set up a rematch 
with Better Buy the Case. 
THE RANKINGS 
1. Chutzpah 
2. Better Buy the Case 
3. Ball Bangers 
4. Zeta Tau Alpha 







Dannemiller/Cullin Breeze to Tennis Title 
It was billed as a tennis tournament, but 
it turned out to be a showcase for the 
talents of two players, John Dannemiller 
and Reed Cullen. The team of Dannemil-
ler/Cullen breezed through the round-
robi easily, but there was still hope that 
they would have some competition in the 
playoff round. This hope did not last long. 
In the semifinals, the champs defeated 
Leslie Settle and Nonie Taguiam 6-0, 6-0. 
Meanwhile, Mark Agnew and Ed Got-
fredson upset the second seeded team of 
Richard Cleary and Geoffrey Mao 6-3, 
6-1. The championship match didn't last 
long as Dannemiller and Cullen made 
quick work of their eighth consecutive op­
ponent and claimed the title 6-0, 6-2. 
Indoor Soccer Entries Still Open 
If you wanted to enter a team in the IM 
Indoor Soccer tournament and forgot to 
attend the captain's meeting, don't 
despair. The IM department will hold en­
tries open until the 8 team tournament is 
filled or until Thursday, April 11th at 5 
p.m. So get some friends together and join 
the fun scheduled for Saturday, April 13. 
Wiggley's Travelling All Stars and 
gave the #2 seed their toughest game yet. 
They might have even won if. . . The 
game was tied 3-3 when 'D' Shroom pit­
cher, John Davis "lost his control." That 
is being generous. He couldn't throw the 
ball in the same zip code as the strike zone. 
Four walks later, Uncle Wiggley's had 
the lead and an eventual 5-3 victory. Then 
it was Brocolli's turn to show what they 
could do. The less said about their game 
with the Rastafarians, the better. Suffice 
it to say that Mike Minney's team justified 
their 50-1 odds. For the record, Brocolli 
scored 17 times. The Rastafarians never 
had a runner past second base. Brocolli 
then pulled off what was thought to be the 
upset of the day. Sigma Pi #1 was seeded 
third but they were no match for Jim An­
thony's team. A solo homerun by Murray 
Define was all that Sigma Pi #1 could 
manage in the 9-1 rout. 
The NROTC then took to the field 
against another 50-1 shot, Slice of Pi. Jeff 
Lake's team was tougher than advertised 
and actually had opportunities to win this 
game. However, they didn't. The 
NROTC earned the right to meet Two 
Balls and a Bat with their 6-3 victory. 
Two Balls and a Bat figured to be an 
easy winner, but that really depended on 
which of their teams decided to show up. 
On a good day, Mark Vitali's team could 
probably give Let Them Eat Kern a 
game. On a bad day, well . . . Even the 
NROTC could beat them. Although this 
statement proved to be accurate, it was 
probably not fair to Joe Bartel's team. Not 
only did the NROTC win this game, but 
they embarrassed the #4 seed, 11-0. The 
NROTC is now 4-1-1 and scheduled to 
play Uncle Wiggley's in the winners' 
bracket semifinals. Uncle Wiggley's 
would be wise to take these guys seriously. 
THE RANKINGS 
1. Let Them Eat Kern 
2. Uncle Wiggley's 
3. Brocolli 
4. NROTC 
5. 'D' Shrooms 
5-0 
5-0 
5-2 
4-1-1 
4-3 
EASY DOZEN 
1WSBUD5 
IFOR YOU 
